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Contents啓ge C7マイits: drawing of Albert Einstein
by John Hubbard; Photograph by Tim Hamill
and Robert Kopacz; Robert DeNiro in The Deeγ
Hunte7; ⑥ Universal City Studios, Inc., 1978,
COurteSy WSBK-TV Boston; bonfire in Northem
Ireland by Cary VIねlinsky言1lustration by Mary
McNulty言Ilustration by Douglas J. Parker
About fhe cover: The multiple image depiction
Of Einstein that illustrates Bostonia’s cover was
COmmissioned from John Hubbard, SFA’66.
An M.EA. graduate of Syracuse Universlty, Hub-
bard is now a sociate professor in the department
OfArt and Design at Northem Michigan Univer-
Slty. Hubbard is a member ofthe Alumni
Visual Art Center and a frequent contributor to
Fbrd 7Tmes and l万nt〈Zge magaZines.
In describing his concept for the mixed media
Pamtmg. Hubbard noted that ′′Einstein’s
humanlty lS always apparent. I thought that the
multiple images would make the viewer question
Einstein’s concepts and ponder his various fac-
ets.’’The editors of Bo∫tOnia agree.
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Dear ReadeL
亜璧悪型
mantling of traditional notions,
an acceptance of the unfamiliaI;
an emotional cease〇五re. It depends
upon the ability to penetrate the
Surface of things, tO PrObe the
boundaries of traditional thought.
It is this ability that separates the
thinker from the researcher, the
expIorer from the technician, the
POet from the interpreter. The arti-
des in this collection appear to be
diverse, SPannmg a SPeCtrum Of dis-
Ciplines and styles. But they share
a umque and telling process of
mqulry- a COntemPOrary mSight.
J77掲ht is personi丘ed in the
thought of Albert Einstein. His
Visual image alone has become a
SymboI ofthe process. His percep-
tions of physical phenomena
Changed previously accepted rules.
He taught us the importance of
PrObability ln relation to natural
laws and replaced the Newtonian
COnCePt Of absolute space and time
With the laws of relativity. As editor
Of Einstein’s Collected Papers, Pro-
fessor John J. Stachel invites us to
understand Einstein beyond his sci-
entific contributions. Stachel′s dear
PreSentation a11ows us to see how
Einstein perceived himself and the
turbulent world he lived in.
Although the last three decades
have been a bit more peaceful, We
are still living m an atmOSPhere of
POlitical, eCOnOmic and splrltual
turmoil. And, aS We aPPrOaCh the
year 2000, We are threatened with
WammgS Of global destruction.
IN TⅢS ISSUE
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Within his commentary on apoca-
1yptic vision, Dr. John R. Silber,
PreSident of Boston Universlty,
exposes the dangers ofthe false
apocalypse and traces the history of
SeVeral prophesies.
Dr. Silber′s words are reflected
in the photography of Tim Hamill,
SFA/65/’68. These images, although
unive sal in appearance, are aCtually
PrOduced in a da血room usmg a
PrOCeSS that selectively illuminates
coIors in a urbulent film emulsion.
The resulting art has never appeared
in a printed format, and its publica-
tion in Bostonia maks the wo血d
Premiere of a new source of visual
imagery.
Throughout this issue, yOu Will
find rtistic and literary efrorts of
Particula  polgnanCy The poems
Of Professors Gerald P Fitzgerald
and Derek WなIcott were selected
for heir ability to plerCe
through emotional roadblocks.
Simila血y, the essays by Professor
Robert Wexelblatt force us to con-
template questions that have no
Nothing captures the imagination
more than the expIoration of the
univ rs . C nturies before man′s
宜rst l ap mtO SpaCe, StargaZerS
WOndered about the possibility
of extraterrestrial coIonization.
Contemporary speculation on the
feasibility of galactic life is a favorite
pursui  for astronomers, induding
Professor M.D. Papaglannis, Who
questions whether we are the only
Civilization in our galaxy.
Less cosmic, but equally abso血ing,
images are expIored by Professors
Roger Manvell and Michael Flemmg
in th ir examination of the chang-
mg eVOlution of psychoIogy in別ms.
B cause丘Ims enable viewers to
move in and out of fantasies, they
have become popular, albeit contro-
VerSial, SOurCeS Of psychoIogical
understandi g.
An initial query mtO the con-
flic  in Northern Ireland surfaced
SO many iverse opmions that we
decided to add a visual interpreta-
tion. Alumnus Cary S. V¥folinsky’s
POrtraits of life in Northem
Ireland allow us to understand
the individual dilemma, While
rofessors William V Shannon and
Sidney A. Burrell assess the political
reality. Tbgether, they provide a
good beginnmg.
Bostonia doses with the aca-
d mic intelligence of Professor
Sigrmnd K ch and the practical
irony of Professor Caryl Rivers.
I expect血at you will browse
through this issue, PauSmg at arti-
Cles th t immediately entice you. It
is my pleasure, however, tO aSSure
you that Jn壇ht, read in its entirety
is a s ory within itself.
S incerely
Laura Freid
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圏 軌移gO tO p7儲S,
I’d like to address two issues of importance to
any great universltyithe quality of the faculty
and the quali宜cations of the student body Dur-
mg the past decade, under the leadership of
President John R. Silber these two groups have
emerged signi宜cantly
lbu may be surprised to leam that despite
the dedine in college enrollments across the
nation, Boston University has succeeded in
upgrading its admissions standards. As a result,
We have one ofthe best qua臆ed groups ofstu-
dents in the country
As a group and as individuals, these future
alumni are outstanding, and I am proud to say
that they are being instructed by an even more
impressive faculty body
The merits of Boston Uhiverslty’s faculty
members have been recognized throughout the
WO血d. But the recognition pales in light of their
sub stantial academic achievements and cultural
C Ontrib utions.
This Jm初ht issue of Bo弱onia施砂azine is
designed to provide you with a sampling of
their talents in the fields of natural science,
SOCial science, the arts and literature.
We know that you, like our student body
Will benefit fl.om this collection of thoughts. We
hope that you will identify with Boston univer-
Sity’s success and contribute your time, energy
and resources to make this a decade of further
achievement.
DANIEL J. FINN
V海Presidentjbγ脇iveγS砂Relations
Eac/nyear mo7e脇an 3000 stu〈ねnめcnteγ Boston
【功かe扇少励uryea7T楊わγ妨練e 5tudenis gmduate,
7印7体enti卿dsc砂inesjわm #beml ar旬月ne aris,
pub枕commun訪ation, man物ement an(i cducation
めme細れe, e移ZneerZr砂nulSZr砂SOCial lA/0承
a〃わd heahh and moγe. J訪rn例規妨fo fntlOduce
JmめCaCh 。nd cl/e7y One atyOnryOu卿の耀c砂ues,
but peγ加硫a妙We fan pγOVide you with a pγd紡qf
thesej沈u7? alumm and 。n a5凋sment qf5tudent
l婦On Can印u5.
耽, fnsule fhat you 7eCe高調ee most 4CCumte
方cお4nd盾ul跡, I hal侶a5ked Pm間厨Robeγt Mヶ
月e楊めsha7e偽高印Ort f  fhe 7tu諦es w脇you・
Student qualit  at Boston University is di鯖cult to
discuss only in deciding where to begin. Statisti-
Cians are quick to point out the limited signifi-
CanCe Of arithmetic averages. For very sma11
POPulations, Particula血y, a mean doesn’t mean
Very muCh. We ar , however, dealing with large
numbers of students, and because the scholastic
aptitude test scores of students we’ve already
accepted are not Iea砂subject to skewing by
extreme values, I will b物in by pomtmg Out
increases in SAT score averages for our entenng
freshmen.
Our Admissions O駈ice initiated reliable
r cord-keepmg in 1974, When SAT scores for
entering freshmen (COmbining the scores on ver-
bal and quan itative tests) were l15 points above
the national average. This year, With our freshmen
SATs averagmg 1096, We are 207 pomtS above the
national verage. Tb understand the across葛the-
board qualitative slgnificance of these numbers,
you ne d to know that since 1975, the size ofour
freshman dass has increased by nea血y 27%! A
few more facts: Ofthe 3600 freshmen, 51% are
male, 49% female, and minorlty Students count
for 10.8% ofthe freshman dass.
This year, With the support ofDean Paul Wねr-
ren, We aSked the SchooI ofEducation to increase
its SAT requlrementS for entermg freshmen. As a
result, We mOVed from last year’s combined SAT
SCOre Of962 to 1020 for this year’s dass. A very
able professor of Education, Kevin Ryan of Ohio
State Universlty, reCently visited us, and he mar-
Veled at these numbers, for last year, Ohio State’s
entenng Class in education came in with combined
SAT scores of only 780.
Much more important than the test scores of
Our entering freshmen are the accomplishments of
those who receive an education at Boston Univer-
Slty. I don’t have space to cover every aspect of stu-
dent achievement for a11 schooIs and colleges, but
let me note a few items.
This past year, in the College of Liberal Arts,
93% of our pre-law graduates were accepted into
law schooIs, induding the most prestigious ones in
the nation. Of our pre-med students who achieved
Cut-Offgrade polnt aVerageS Of 3.3 or better, by
Which they merited our recommendation to medi-
Cal schooIs, 80%, four of every five, Weγe admitted
to medical school. One hundred percent ofthe
Candidates we recommended for dental schooI
Were aCCePted. Thirty-One Of CLAs graduating
dass were elec ed to Phi Beta Kappa, and 40 stu-
dent intems were placed in Congressional o鯖ces
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in Washington, D.C.
In the SchooI of Medicine/CLA six year medi-
Cal program′ al1 45 students admitted held high
SChool grade pomt aVerageS Of3.9 or betteγ Out Ofa
POSSible 4.0, and they came from the nation’s best
high schooIs. All 15 students in our special eahy
Selection program, With an integrated liberal arts
and medical curriculum, have GI:As of 3.8 or better
The Medical School had over 6300 high quality
applications for its remainmg 75 places. This is the
highest ratio of applications to places available for
any medical school in the United States. And
I want to add that in the intense nationwide com-
petition for those 75 places, 10 went to students
from Boston Universlty.
In the School for the Arts, in music, We COn-
tinue to attract the top young musicians in the
nation through our surrmer program at嶋ngle-
WOOd. In the visual arts, the National Endowment
for the Arts recently announced the winners of
their visual artists fellowships. There were 10,000
applicants in pamtmg, but only 21 awards for the
nation. Of these 2 l, Boston Universlty Students
WOn three, Or One-SeVenth of a11 the national
awards.
In our SchooI of Public Commnication,
16 students won maJOr aWards during the past
yeaL induding a student Academy Award, and
achieved national distinction through special rec-
Ognition grven to their wok in JOumalism,創m
and television.
For two of the past four years, Boston Univer-
Sity had a higher percentage of its students pass
the Massachusetts Bar Exam than has Harvard
Law School. For the other two years, Only a frac-
tion of a percentage point separated the two
dasses′ and there is a seven or eight percentage
POint drop in the state to the third ranked school.
Goethe once noted that one is never satis宜ed
With aportrait ofa person one knows. We also sel-
dom宜nd adequate representations of institutions
in which we participate and, Particula血y, One
as complex as Boston Universlty. If I have not
answered your questions concemlng the quality of
Our Students, Please feel free to write to Alumni
Ho皿se, 10 Lenox Street, Brookline, Massachusetts,
02 146, for additional information.
RoBERT C. MAYFIELD
PIOl研t, Bo如n 〔励iγelS砂
IN SID E ALUMNI HOU S E
``W票紫謹宝器諾崇器慧
houses all alumni services.
I,d like to remind you that Reunions ’82 is fast approaching・ Wt
hope you’ll reserve the weekend of May 13 -16 to retum to the Boston
|hiversity campus. Special events such as a Boston Harbor Cruise and
Bosto  University Night at the fops are being plamed for your
While you, e on campus, make it a point to visit our new Alumni
House. Wt’d love to see you:’
Daniel J. Fim
VICE PRESIDENT FOR UNIVERSITY RELATIONS
ALUMNI CHAPTERS
Located nationa11y and intemationally,
Boston University’s 50 Alumni Chap・
t rs help gradua es keep in touch with
fdlow classmates, fom new friendships
and cultivate professional contacts
through social, Cultural and academic
eVentS.
ALUMNI SCHOOLS COMMITTEES
The Alumni SchooIs Committees
(ASC) invoIve cIose to 2000 graduates
Who serve as liaisons to prospective stu・
dents. Members identify talented stu・
dents, COntaCt aPPlicants and represent
the thiversity in their ASC region.
ALUMNI TRAVEL
Tbke a break from the winter weather.
Alumni Thavel is currently o鮒ering trips
to Barbados, Martinique and Aruba.
Upcoming xcursions also include a
Royal Viking Cruise to Europe and
Russia.
REUNIONS
An amual happening at Boston Uni・
VerSit11 Reunions are a special time for
alumni. If you graduated in a year end・
ing in a “2’’or “7,’’1982 is your Reunion
year. Make plans now to spend May
13 -16 renewing old friendships, reaC~
quainting yourself with the campus and
enjoying the special events plamed by
Alumni House and your SchooI or
College.
GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
The General Alumni Association was
established in 1929 to promote the wel・
fare of Boston hiversity and its
SchooIs and Colleges; tO maintain the
interest of the alumni in their alma
mater and in each other through a con~
tinuing program of mutual service; and
to actively serve as an interface between
the thiversity and the general
COmmumty
NATIONAL ALUMNI COUNCIL
A separate entity within the GAA, the
National Alumni Council chooses its
members for their distinction in chosen
PrOfessions言n community service and
in support of the University
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1bu don’t know me, but I graduated from
the College ofLiberal Arts in 1919, and I
Wanted to tell you how ve砂proud I am ofIny
alma mater after reading the last two copleS
Of Bo如nia, and I thank you for sending them
to me.
’’Those years, 1915-1919, Were muCh
CIouded by血e V¥ねr and the problems that
accompanied it. I have been very much out of
touch these last years:’
Marguerite F SkinkeI; CLA’19
71/CSOn, Aγizona
′′One can comment only in superlatives
regarding your last issue ofBo如nia, eSPe-
Cially血e conversation with George Steiner
and Joseph Boskin’sノProtest Humor:
Superb ! ’’
Haig H. Najarian, GRS’49
P叩/おsoγ〆、 Biol勿y
Univers砂〆Southern Maine
′′Editorial content insplnng. Layout and
design worthy of a national/intemational
Prize.
’’Have been pleased by many Boston Univer-
Sity achievements in scholarship, education,
etc., but this is the best ever.
‘ノHave I gone overboard?
′′This is an understatement:’
Max R. Grossman, SMG ’2 7/GS材’30/SED ’31
脇ShiI賜わn, D. C.
′′The entire issue is a visual and textual
delight and represents a high point ofpub-
1ishing art. tbu deserve the congratulations
that are commg yOur Way
′Again, my thanks:’
Bernard Rubin
P砂おsor cInd DiIeCtOγ
InstitutejZ)r Democm庇Cbmmunication
Bo如n Unive「s砂
LETrERS TO THE EDITOR
’As an old magazine hand myself, I am more
血an impressed. This is, bluntly, the best issue
Since … but modesty prevents completing
that sentence. It’s got variety, Change of pace,
SPlendid copy and scrumptious ′research:
and, Oh! the graphics-Wish I were young
agam tO join this team:’
AI Sullivan
P砂おsor E eγitu$
School d‘public Ct)mmunication
PROF比ES 」98I
′’Thanks for the Bo如nia and ′TechnoIogy
Tbday了They are superb! Your Fallaci inter-
View is a beautiful piece ofwok. Congratu-
lations and regards:’
George Kel量er
A 上流tant Chancelん)γ
UniveγS句′ゲMa7yland
′As usual, yOu’ve done an outstanding job,
and the magazine is top-drawer in both
design and co tent:’
James L Fisher
P7傷iden 
CounciljZ,γ the Advancem咋and
Support〆’H初her Educatzon
′’Thank you for your movmg mterView with
Oriana Fallaci. Ybur very thoughtful ques-
tions revealed her as a most singular human
being.
’ノI hope you will choose equally stimulating
Subjects for your future interviews. I daresay
you might be the one to soIve the riddle of
John Silber!’’
Edward F Maroney, SPC’72
Bo5tOn , Ma5SaChu5eti5
′′It was very heartenlng tO leam of a11 the dis-
tinguished graduates of Boston Universlty
′ノIn my day (SchooI ofEducation, 1930)
there were only three graduates of Boston
University that we ever heard of: Senator
David I. Walsh′ Law School; Mickey
Cochrane′ Who became an outstanding
CatCher for the Detroit Tigers; and Charles
Farrell, the movie actor of Seventh Heaven and
later of the eahy TV series砂Little Ma移ze.
′′So often were students reminded of this
great trio in the days ofPresident Daniel L.
Marsh that the Beanpot′ the defunct college
humor magazine, OnCe ran a nOte tO the
e鱈tct that there were 50′000 other graduates
Of Boston University besides Walsh,
Cochrane and Farrell.
’Again my congratulations on your丘ne
lSSue:’
Albert VAn Wなgenen,SED ’30
Norwood, Ma∫SaChuJetis
’’It made me very proud to have been a part
Of this Universlty When I read Bostonia and
discovered the accomplishments of its
graduates :’
Lillian Alexander Kiemey, CBA2 7
Sn‘/art, Fわrida
′′Last issue was the best ever:′
Frederic C. Prescott, CBA’37
IセOria, Hlino手∫
’′The latest issue was truly wonderfuLeVen
fantastic. Keep up the good work:′
Sarah W Booth, CLA’13
Newton Centγe, Massachusetts
′′Love my Bo弱unia.’’
Esther Osgood, CLA’21
Hanove/; Ma15aChufe触
’’I see many alumni magazines and ′ours′ is
One Ofthe very tops! Keep up P?印加!′′
Sidney B. Smith, S規’58
South助dl切Massachu∫ettS
′′Thanks for the memories:′
Karlen Godfrey Co11ins, f24L’48
Ho $めn,丁おa5
輝証II抑l 〕。肌用小冊`しl売血)両年{I!( …用旧聞再
認
Join us at Boston UniversitY ftlr ReしInion VAekend, M
三三土塊三巨竜.言二塁圭・二幸∵喜
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the pittsburgh Post-
Gazette on Decembeγ
29, 1934, Carrわd a
SCries卵miliaγ
Einstein poscs. He ha(i
add7体Sed r御orteIS the
previousみy 。bout Jhe
possibili砂Qfone dの′
util窃卿fhe?Om t
ene姻y
`1h脇e楊st anal畑s,
カme * onb′海砂fめme Qf
all脇e mbSund易的nd海gs uhわh
ga脇er about a?u) name.’’
Rainer Maria Rilke
臨HESE WORDS WERE FIRST QUOTED WITH REFER-
ence to Einstein in 1930 by his son-in-law
Rudolf Kayser. Tbday, this comment seems
even more appropriate. Few modem figures,
and certainly no other scientist, have been
the center of such an ever-grOWmg list of myths and
misconceptlOnS. Great mythic figures of the past, SuCh
as Buddha′ Lao Tse and Jesus, are known through the
legends that have come down to′uS. But in the case of
Einstein, We Can WatCh the mythic process in operation.
Pe血aps the most widespread myth about Einstein is
that he was bom old. His name calls to mind a white-
haired, Saintly figure, Well advanced in years. It takes
an e批)rt tO remember that he was bom at a more tender
age, PaSSlng through a childhood, adolescence and
young manhood that were often qulte StreSSful. He
endured the drill- Sergeant atmOSPhere in his Munich
Prlmary SChool and dropped out ofhigh school to spend
a halfryear wandering about Italy. His father’s repeated
busindss failures left him unable to attend a university
Without丘nancial help from relatives. His failure to get
an academlC job upon graduation-When every other
member ofhis dass did-left him on the brink offinan-
Cial disaster. When he did secure a steadyjob, it was as
a technical expert third-dass in the Swiss Patent O鯖ce
in Bem. Seven years later, he finally started an academic
CareeI; rlSmg raPidly to a full professorship. In 1914, the
year he started work at a full-time research position in
Be亜n′ he had to deal with two maJOr traumaS: SePara-
tion fl-Om his first wife who left Be血in forever with their
two sons, tO Whom he remained deeply attached; and
the outbreak ofWb血d War I, When he found himselfin
the center of German militarism (Which he despised) as
a wave of national chauvinism swept over most of his
CO11eagues. And Einstein was JuSt 35! There was a long
and complex lifetime leading to the saintly white-haired
figure of the myth.
Associated with the myth ofcreation at age 70 goes
another myth: ′′Einstein the beloved of all humanlty.′′
How could anyone help but love that saintly image? No
One Can eVer be sure, but it is possible that Einstein was
as rmch hated as he was Ioved during his lifetime. He
WaS hated as a Jew a paci宜st, a democrat and civil liber-
tarian′ a radical and a socialist. He was hated not only
during his years in Germany, Where his life was threat-
ened numerous times in the 1920s, but also in the
United States, Where his e鮭brts on behalf of Jewish and
Other anti-fascist refugees eamed him the hatred of
′America Firsters′′ from his ea血iest days in this country.
It is amuslng-ifyou have a wry sense ofhumor-
to compare the laudatory tributes to Einstein published
in his centennial year of 1979 with what those same
SOurCeS had to say about him during the ea血y 1950s.
Consider, for example′ this New I練77mes crltlque. In
June′ 1953′ after Einstein advised a teacher not to coop-
erate with the House UnAmerican Activities Commit-
tee′ the Niw l練77mes chided: ′′Tb empIoy the umatu-
ral and illegal forces of civil disobedience, aS Professor
Einstein advises′ is′ in this case, tO rePlace one evil with
another:’In those days, Einstein stood like abastion in
defense of the Bi11 of Rights while so many other intel-
1ectuals were collapsmg under the McCarthyite
OnSlaught.
URNING TO SCIENCE, ANOTHER MYTH IS THAT
Einstein created airtight, Perfect physical theo-
ries that will endure forever. Could anyone ever
Challenge the theory of relativity? Of course, this is a
total misconceptlOn Of the nature of science, a miscon-
CePtlOn that Einstein never shared. He was qulte aWare
that his way of trying to understand the physical uni-
VerSe had grown out of a long history of previous
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attempts. He had to criticize these attempts in order to
go beyond them. But, aS ea血y as 1917 soon after he had
Perfected the general theory of relativity he noted that
just as this theory had gone beyond Newton’s, SOOner
Or later someone would have to go beyond his theories.
He conceived the evolution of physics as a constant
attempt to soIve new problems usmg neW dues, COmpa-
rable to a detective novel; eXCePt that in science we can
never tum to the last page and丘nd out ‘′who did it:’
Another misconceptlOn is that Einstein was com-
Pletely impractical, a Purely abstract thinker. That is per-
haps the opposite ofthe case. Einstein grasped the wo血d
in concrete images. His problem was to translate those
images into words and equations that could be shared
With other people.
7hおpoγtmit QfEinsfcin was Jaken fn J932 fn Cal狗rnia, 10yea7嶋`据eγ
he had received fhe Nobel PIizejbr p砂s料
’′The words or the language, aS they are written or
SPOken, do not seem to play any role in my mechanism
Of thought:′ Einstein wrote∴ノThe physical entities which
Seem tO SerVe aS elements in thought are certain slgnS
and more or less dear images which can beノvoluntarily’
reproduced and combined.
′′The above-mentioned elements are, in my case, Of
Visual and some of mmscular type. Conventional words
Or Other slgnS have to be sought for laboriously only in a
SeCOndary stage, When the mentioned associative play is
Su範ciently established and can be reproduced at will:’
INSTEIN FIRST DEMONSTRATED HIS INDEPENDENT
Streak to professors at the Swiss Technical Uni-
VerSity. Later, this trait, in addition to his being a
Jew, PrObably was responsible for the fact that he was
not o批Ted an assistantship at the Universlty, although
his student colleagues received o鮮drs. All other aca-
d mic avenues were also dosed to him. Through the
kindness ofone ofhis school friends he was o亜ered a
POSition with the Patent O航ce in 1902. By the time he
left that po ition, he had published over two dozen pa-
PerS, at lea t four of which were profoundly slgnificant.
LrHOUGH ONE MIGHT IMAGINE THAT A GENIUS LIKE
Einstein would have hated devoting himself to
the da ly drudgery of the Patent O鯖ce routine
for even ye rs, that was not the case. Einstein actually
looked back on i a one of the happleSt Periods ofhis
life: ′’The work on satisfactory formulation of technical
P tentS WaS a true blessmg for me. It compelled me to be
many-Sided in thought, and also o鱈ered important stim-
ulation for thought about physics. Followmg a PraCtical
profession is a blessmg for people ofmy type. Because
the academic career puts a young person in a sort of
COmPulsory sltuation to produce scientific papers in
impressive quantity, a temPtation to superficiality arises
that only strong characters are able to resist:’
Einstein maintained his interest in inventions through-
Out his life. He was promoted before he left the Patent
O鯖ce and was called in as a patent expert in various
legal cases Iong after he had won the Nobel prize for
Physics in 1922. In addition, he held numerous patents
On inventions made alone or JOintly with colleagues. It is
true that financial matters were of relatively little impor-
tance to him; SO PeOPle who equate practicality with
SOIvency might we11 consider him impractical.
INSTEIN ONCE LISTED THREE KEY QUESTIONS HE
had posed to himselfin the course ofhis study of
Physics. The pursuit of these questions had moti-
Vated his ′’proper life’s work:’The first question was:
ノ′How does the representation of a light ray depend on
the state of motion of the coordinate system with respect
to which it is referred?′’
Einstein started to think about this problem at age 16.
He began to wonder what would happen ifyou were to
Chase a light ray, runnmg faster and faster. Could you
CatCh up with it, and ifyou did, What would it look like?
Many a precocious adolescent might think about such
a question for five or 10 minutes, Or eVen half an hour.
Einstein thought about this question, and the even
deeper problems that grew out ofit, for 10 years. Look-
mg back, he saw in this question the beginmng Ofhis
WOk on the special theory of relativity, COmPleted in
1905 at the age of26, in which the speed oflight is the
ultim te unattainable speed. Einstein was capable of
thinking about question  like that, developmg and elab-
O atlng them for a decade and then commg uP With a
PrOfound new physical theory to answer them. His
tremendous tenaclty WaS COmbined with the ability to
focus it on quest ons that not only troubled him, but
Were really vital for the advance of physics.
The second key question he mentions is: ′’What is the
basis for the equality of the inertial and gravitational
mas  ofbodies?’’
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初0あ物eダ徽穣t砂わ扇
げour αn海鋤励砂洲Ou肋nam
Eあああゆrh料uo絡め
彬寂れ砂物eo砂
7hne great scien宛融POSed fn Pieter Zeeman t楊bomtoり′ in Am5te7協m. 7協e Dutch擁ysicist Zeeman (On Einstei郁
rまgh4) MS 。 J902 NobelP毎e winner cznd fhe Au5trian Heul Ehl印加t wa5 Einsfcint c短諦CO所dant.
It had been well known for 300 years, Since Galileo
and his famous Leanmg Tbwer experiment, that all bod-
ies fall with the same acceleration when dropped・ Ein-
Stein saw this not as a simple fact, but as a maJOr PuZZle.
He started thinking about this problem shortly after he
COmPleted the special theory of relativity. He continued
thinking about it′ and the other problems that grew out
Ofit′ for about eight years until he had developed the
general theory of relativity. This was Einstein′s theory of
gravitation-Still the best theory of gravitation we have.
One camot say that Einstein’s theory is the final, uIti-
mate theory, but so far no one has succeeded in probing
more deeply into the nature of gravitation. There have
been many attempts at such altemate theories, but
Einstein’s has withstood all tests.
The third question characterizing his most important
SCien舶c wok was: ′′Can the gravitational field and the
electromagnetic field be theoretically grasped in a
unified matter?′′
Einstein started to think about this question, between
1916 and 1917 shortly after he developed the general
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th ory of relativity, and continued to think about it until
th  end ofhis life. It seemed artificial that the two basic
natural fo ces then known, graVitation and electro-
magnetism, Should be explained by two quite distinct
theories. This question occupied his mind for almost
40 years, but he ever came to any solution that was
COmPlet ly satisfactory o himself, let alone to the rest of
t physics c mmunlty. Yet for Einstein, SuCCeSS WaS nOt
the most important thing. He had come upon a deep
PrOblem he felt r quir d an answer. So he feltjusti丘ed in
devotmg the maJOr Part Of his e鱈brts to Iooking for that
an wer. Even ifhe did ot succeed, he was sure there
WaS an anSWer. For a long tlme the search for such a
unified theory of all the basic physical forces was out
Offashion among physicists. But in recent years, it has
COme back in o fashio , although in ways rather diflな-
en  from those Einst in worked on (Several new forces
have been discovered, for example).
Einstein conduded that: ′ノThese three questions
Characterize my own proper life’s wok. Whatever else
I occu ied my mind with was more occasional work …
INSIGH T 動otQgxph: AIP Niels Bohr Lib糊Iy
掬u ash物のn初0料励e s鋤d
新郷穣t砂わ扇げour αm海砂
q34猿a 7Z郷脇a脇an鋤er uou協
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and is related to the current problems of physics:′
′′Whatever else′′ indudes all his work on quantum
theory and statistical mechanics. The signi丘cance of this
WOrk has been characterized as fo11ows: Ifyou ask most
Physicists today who is the greatest physicist of our cen-
tury’they would name Einstein for his work in relativity
theory. Ifyou ask them who is the second greatest physi-
Cist of our century qulte a reaSOnable answer would be
Einstein for his work outside of relativity.
Einstein was motivated to丘nd a solution to what
he considered the really important questions because
he felt a ′′logically slmPle interpretation of emplrlCally
known comections existed・ This state of mind:′ he
explained′ /′is comparable to the state ofmind of a per-
SOn Who wants to soIve a riddle or chess problem about
Which he is indeed convinced the solution certainly
exists because the person who made up the riddle pos-
SeSSeS it:’
HERE HAVE BEEN MANY MYTHS ABOUT EINSTEIN′S
religious views. For him′ COSmic religion was the
guarantee that there is a solution to the puzzle,
that the universe is law珊・ This feeling of certainty that
the universe is rational is what enabled Einstein to work
for 10 years on special relativity almost a decade on
general relativity and then to work the rest of his life on
the unified field theory problem. If he could not find the
SOlution to some problem, it was not the fault ofthe
Einstein′s religioslty thus had little to do with religion
in the conventional sense. He considered ′′ethics to be
an exdusively human concem with no supe血uman
authority behind it:’This did not mean he undervalued
morality As he noted′ ′∴ ・ PeOPle ofour type see in
morality a purely human matter, albeit the most impor-
tant in the human sphere:’
Einstein was a good teacher, although he did tire of
teaching the same basic conventional material over and
OVer. But this is not uncommon even among good peda-
gogues. It is dear from accounts by fomer students that
he was not always the conventional ′′Herr Professor′′ of
the Geman academic system′ but this was certainly not
he量d agalnSt him. It is also dear from these accounts
that he Iov d to expound his ideas and that he was very
SuCCeSSful at it.
′′Einstein’s delivery in his lectures was qulte un血etor-
ical′ anything but brilliant. With expressively opened
eyes, the chalk in his slightly raised right hand, he stood
at the board, Often looking offinto the distance. He
SPOke rather so鮒y He was at that moment no more, but
also no less, than that which he was thinking about out
loud, like a spotlight guided from without, Which in
Vivid perspective lit up every new portion of a landscape,
i self remaimng mOdestly in the darkness and back-
ground.. /’
In 1914, after a coIrVentional academic career ofonly
five years′ Einstein was called to Be亜n to創1 a post
especially tailored to his talents. He could devote as
rmch time to research as he wanted; he had the right
to teach at the Universlty OfBe亜n ifhe desired, but no
fixed teaching obligations. He gave several courses of
lectures at Be血in and elsewhere before he left Europe in
193 3. Thereafter, he occasionally gave individual lec-
tures at Princeton or elsewhere in the United States.
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German ci訪zenshなv had been SJγ海,ed励en Hitler came fo power fn
the m訪」930s.
His universlty eXPeriences left him rather cynlCal, yet
not unappreciative:ノ′In truth the universlty taken as a
Whole is a machine with a very poor e鯖ciency and yet
irreplaceable′ and indeed also not essentially capable of
improvement. Here the public must assume the stand-
POmt that the biblical God took toward Sodom and
Gomorrah: for the sake of a few, the whole e鮭brt must
be made. And it is worth it:′
Einstein短hown cor昨γri′qg With Ameγican〆び融t J R. appenheimer
Who wa5 fn5tγumental Jn fhe deve/佃ment qfthe atomic bomb.
THERE ARE COUNTLESS MYTHS REGARDING EINSTEIN′S
SOCial and political views. In addition to being
COnSidered an ’′ancient sage:’ instein was
thought of as the bleeding heart, the na工ve sufferer for all
humanlty Who would endorse any cause if it were pre-
Sented to him in su鯖ciently pathetic terms. This myth
COmPletely misses a central element in Einstein’s emo-
tional makeup that he once described:ノ’My passionate
SenSe Of social justice and social responsibi量ity has
always contrasted oddly with my pronounced lack of
need for direct contact with other human beings and
human communities. I am truly a ’lone traveler’and
have never belonged to my country, my home, my
fhends or even my lmmediate family with my whole
heart言n the face of all these ties, I have never lost a
SenSe Of distance and a need for solitude, feelings which
increase with the years:’
Einstein built his ‘’imer equilibrium’’upon the foun-
dation of his scientific quest rather than upon personal
relationships.
Although he spent a large part ofhis time in later
years responding to the many requests for his help in
Various personal and scienti宜c matters, aS Well as social
and political causes, he maintained a certain inner dis-
ta ce. He also chose his issues carefully. He was well
aware that his fame gave him a vast audience for his
Views; but he also realized that he had to use this
in rument spanngly ifit was to remain effective. So he
refused many tlmeS tO SPeak out on an issue. Ifhe disa-
greed ith the cause, he naturally refused; but he also
refused to endorse appeals for causes that he favored if
he was skeptical about the good faith of the sponsors or
ifhe thought his voice would not add significantly to the
impact ofwhat had already been said.
There is no evidence that Einstein was politically
active before Wb血d War I broke out. It was the impact of
that war, Particulahy seemg how most intellectuals fell
Victims to chauvinistic passions, that stirred him into
action. His first political moves were in comection with
the peace movement in Germany. He was still a Swiss
Citizen′ but even so′ SuCh actions were rather risky in
Wartime Germany His name appears on a list ofnotable
PaCifists prepared for the Be血in police chief. This was
the begimmg Of a lifelong assodation with peace
mOVementS.
His pacifism sometimes gave rise to intense contro-
VerSy. At the begimmg Ofthe 1930s, Einstein urged
young men to refuse military service, PrOVOking the
hostility of nationalists in many countries, induding the
United States. After Hitler came to power, he felt this
WaS nO Ionger a viable tactic and urged the rearmament
Ofthe democratic states in the face ofthe fascist peril.
This provoked cries of betrayal from many erstwhile
PaCi丘st colleagues. Einstein felt that changed circum-
StanCeS Called for changed actions: Since advocacy of
disarmament and refusal of service were impossible in
fascist states′ their advocacy elsewhere played into the
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hands of the dictators. He never regarded his“actions as a
remnciation of paci丘sm.
In this connection one meets another myth: Einstein,
the father of the atomic bomb. Everyone knows Einstein
Showed that E = mC2, eVen ifhe or she does not know
exactly what E, m, C Or Squared mean; and everyone
knows this has something to do with the Abomb.
Actua11y the work leading to the discovery of nudear
丘ssion and production of the A-bomb could have taken
Place JuSt aS Well even if Einstein had never derived that
formula from his special theory of relativity. After all,
fires were lit long before a theory of chemical combus-
tion existed. But Einstein sent a letter to Roosevelt that
triggered the production of the A-bomb, didn’t he? Ein-
Stein certainly sent the letter, but the role it played in the
development of the American A-bomb prq)eCt has often
been greatly exaggerated. Einstein never worked in
nudear physics and played no other role in the Manhat-
tan PrQject.
′’My part in producing the atomic bomb consisted of a
Smgle act: I signed a letter to President Roosevelt press-
mg the need for experiments on a large scale in order to
expIore the possibilities for the production of an atomic
bomb. I was fully aware ofthe terrible danger to man-
kind in case this attempt succeeded. But the likelihood
that the Germans were woking on the same problem
With the chance of succeeding, forced me to this step.
‘′I could do nothing else, although I have always been
a convinced pacifist. Tb my mind, tO kill in war is not a
Whit better than to commit ordinary murder. As Iong,
however, aS nations are not resoIved to abolish war
through common actions and to soIve their conflicts and
PrOteCt their interests by peaceful decisions on a legal
basis, they feel compelled to prepare for war. They feel
Obliged to prepare all possible means, eVen the most
detestable ones, SO aS nOt tO be left behind in the general
armament race:’
′′This road (Of an armaments race) necessarily leads
to war, a War Which under the present conditions means
universal destruction. (He wrote this at the time the H-
bomb was being developed. ) Under these circumstances
the fight agamSt meanS has no chance of success. Only
the radical abolition ofwars and ofthe threat ofwar can
help. That is what one has to work for. One has to be
resoIved not to let himselfbe forced to actions that run
COunter tO this goal. This is a severe demand on an indi-
Vidual who is conscious ofhis dependence on society.
But it is not an impossible demand:’
Einstein was deeply concemed about the social and
moral responsibility of the scientific community to try to
end the arms race:
′′We scientists whose tragic destlny it has been to help
make the methods of annihilation ever more gruesome
and more e正ective mst consider it our solemn and tran-
SCendent duty to do all in our power to prevent these
WeaPOnS from being used for the brutal purpose for
Which they were invented. What task could possibly be
more important for us? What social aim could be doser
to our hearts?′′
E読め荻u焔はe労協彬b′
卿巌嬢 砂励解h砂qu絡
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“How does血e represe址a-
tion of a isht ray depend on
the st te of motion of the
COOrdinate system wi血
respect to which it is
工e庭md? ’’
“What is the basis for the
equa址y of the inertial and
gravitatio的l mass of bodies? ”
“Can血e gravitatioml field
and the elec romagnetic field
be theoretica叫y grasped in a
mi丘ed matter? ,,
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It was also after Wb血d V層ar I that Einstein丘rst started
to be concemed with his identlty aS a Jew He had been
brought up ln a rather secular Jewish home and had
never identi丘ed dosely with the Jewish commumty. It
WaS Witnessmg the post-War grOWth of anti-Semitism as
it flared up in Germany, Particula血y, that led him to
identify with that community and decide to support the
WOk ofthe Zionist movement. Some people have seen a
Paradox here. Einstein always pronounced himself, and
indeed was, a COnfirmed intemationalist: How could he
JuStify intemationalism with his activities on behalf of
the Jewish people and their attempt to build a homeland
in Palestine? He answered that question in 1926:
ノ′Genera11y speaking′ it does not accord with my ideal
that communities bound together by the bond of race or
tradition should make special e批)rtS tO Cultivate and
emphasize their separateness. InsofaL however, aS a
glVen COmmunity is attacked as such, it is bound to
defend itself as such in order that its individual members
may be able to maintain their material and spiritual
interests. Corporate action is needed to save the individ-
ual from those splntual dangers that isolation necessar-
ily entails. Whoever understands this clea血y mst
approve of united action by all Jews for a corporate pur-
POSe′ be he ever so unsympathetic in pmCiple to
nationali sm:′
AIong with his support of the Zionist movement went
a deep awareness of the problem of the existence of two
PeOPles in Palestine. He was quite active in trying to find
SOme meanS Of cooperation, SOme mOdus vivendi, for
the Jewish and Arab communities in Palestine. Insofar
as he could, he woked for a common JewishArab dia-
logue and mutual understanding to the end of his life.
Einstein’s concem with economic and social inequl-
ties growmg Out Of the organization of our society ulti-
mately led him to the condusion that only a socialist
reorganization could provide the framewok for a solu-
tion to such problems.
’: ‥ the essence ofthe crisis ofour time … COn_
CemS the relationship of the individual to soci-
ety The individual has become more conscious
than ever ofhis dependence upon society But
he does not experience this dependence as a
positive asset, aS an Organic tie, aS a PrOteCtive
force′ but rather as a threat to his natural rights,
Or eVen tO his existence. Moreover his position
in society is such that the egotistical drives of
his makeup are constantly being accentuated,
While his social drives, Which are by nature
Weaker, PrOgreSSively deteriorate. All human
beings′ Whatever their position in society, are
Su塙ering from this process of deterioration.
Unknowlngly prlSOnerS Of their own egotism,
they feel insecure, lonely, and deprived of the
naive, SimPle and unsophisticated enJOyment Of
life. Man can丘nd meanmg in life, Short and
“My passionate sense of
SO al justice and social
respons脚ity has ah欄yS
COntraSted oddly wi血my
promured lack of need
for direct contact with
O血er humm beings and
h mm commur血ies.
I an truly a `1one traveler’
and have never belonged
to my couI血y my home,
my範end  or even my
iImnediate faI血y w咄I my
Whole h art; in血e face of
an these ties, I have never
lost a sense of distame
and a need for sol血de,
feelinE磐W血ch irnease
with the years:’
ALBERT EINSTEIN
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Perilous as it is′ Only through devotmg himself
to sodety’′
And he pmPOlnted the cause ofthis crisis:
′′ The economic anarchy of capitalist society as it
exists today lS′ in my opmlOn, the real source of
the evil・ We see before us a huge commumty Of
PrOducers, the members of which are unceas_
mgly strivmg tO deprive each other of the fruits
Of their collective labor-nOt by force, but on the
Whole by faith皿compliance with legalユy estab-
1ished rules.’’
He was not naive, however, about what constituted
SOCialism・ He certainly did not think that just having a
Plamed econony would soIve all problems, being well
aware of what had happened in the Soviet Union.
′′Nevertheless′ it is necessary to remember
that a plamed econony lS nOt yet SOCialism. A
Plamed econony as such may be accompanied
by the complete enslavement of the individual.
The achievement of socialism requlreS the solu-
tion of some extremely di鯖cult socio-POlitical
PrOb工ems: how is it possible, in view ofthe far
reaching centralization of political and eco-
nomic power, tO PreVent bureaucracy from
becommg all-POWer珊and overweemng? How
Can the rights of the individual be protected and
therewith a democratic counterweight to the
POWer Of bureaucracy be assured?ノ′
Einstein′s views on such issues as education, War and
PeaCe′ discrimination′ Plannmg and freedom are far
from irrelevant to our current situation・ In many ways
he is stilユour contemporary whom we would be well-
advised to praise less and read more.
Fame came to Einstein in November, 1919, aS a reSult
Of the publicity grven to the English edipse expeditions,
Which confirmed his prediction of the so-Called deflec-
tion of sta亜ght by the sun′s gravitational丘eld. Einstein
COuld never understand why the theory ofrelativity
With its elaborate conceptual but minute emplrlCal
re丘nements of the Newtonian theory of gravitation,
grlPPed the popular imagmation so vividly and for such
a long period oftime. Why did the results ofthe edipse
expedition have such an extraordinary lmPaCt On the
general publit? Why did Einstein′s person become a
Center Of attraction, graVitational or otherwise, for so
many stories′ books and myths? Many reasons have
been o鮒er d but none of them provided an adequate
explanation.
When he was 70′ Einstein summed up his feelings
about fame in a letter to a relative:ノ′It is a curious thing
to see how one appears from the perspective of others. It
WaS my fate that my accomplishments had been over
Valued beyond all bounds for incomprehensible reasons.
Humanity needs a few romantic idoIs as spots of light in
the drab field of earthly existence. I have been tumed
into such a spot of light. The particular choice of person
is inexplicable and unimportant:’
(Considering some of the individuals idolized in
the 20th Century, I find it comforting that a man like
Einstein has become an enduring symboI of human
asp rations. )
ノAfter years and years of ceaseless e鱈brts I have
rounded off the relativity theory. But on account of
enomous mathematical di鯖culties′ I am not myself in a
POSition to judge if the completion of the theory has hit
the correct mak. The contemporary generation of ny
COlleagues does not believe in it, SO that I stand rather
isolated in my viewpoint on fundamentals without
being certain that I have taken the right path. Anyway
the arguments are good and the remainder of my days IS
Well employed, eVen if my powers bear no relation to the
magnitude ofthe task.. /’
He dosed the lett r with this advice:ノ′Be glad ofyour
Calm days and do not let yourselfbe deceived by the
appearance of extemal circumstances. Take pleasure
that only a few care about you and, believe me, it has its
good side. Better an understanding spectator than an
electrically illuminated actor:′　蒋
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POETRY
暁のH訪da)S
The cirde is a line
turned on itself.
Tumed forty comImteI; traCe for yourself
at holiday′s urmovmg desk the house
mOrmng rmte.
Upstairs your daughter dreams
that giants squash her.
ノ′Look:’she says, having
COme aCrOSS yOu Weeding com,′′it’s the love-
be叫big and cross:′
Before, being seven,
′′There can’t be just one god because god is
What′s beaut血I and power isn′t-yOu
Can believe me:′ she said riding beside you
eamestly on the front seat pleased to share
the driving by such grown-uP diversion
and meamng lt tOO about血e battles
Of the gods.
The story with which (When she
isnl being lady doctoL dancer
Or making up new holidays) she plans
to win fame ends‥ノ′and so hejumped on her
and became King:′
Outside the window like
Sumer SOIstice the day stands still no
bhghter gray now than before at dawn so
Calm you lean to hear Peace rose petals glide
back to their peatmoss bed.
二ぬmished bridal
Wreath that blowsy bush spills plumply by山ne′s
hay also brown w皿e deep as the cellar′s
fumace rumble′ OVer SWaSh of gravel,
the neighbor′s Buick pulls out to bring John
to血e ea血y bus whose driver′s name he
knows.
Now agam only the blood hissing
in your ear’s cave like seas in shells.
The birds cry
Phoebee... phocbee … and clear as day I have
again the pme tWigs‥ eaSy-SnaPPed, SCabby
gray bak, With cones attached.
Peace pIPeS We Called
them hoarding them in pme groves.
All around
us blue山ne phoebee cry and from the bay
the crack of sails.
GER4LD P FHZGERALD
Unive7嶋i少P砂轟oγ, P砂おsor qfE卿硫h
’’し励titled ’’
WOVen me「Cerized cotton, Si施crc,ened papeγ Painted wood
32 × 32’’
J払YN THOMAS
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Jayn Thomas is one of three fiber instruc_
tors in the Program in Artisanry (PIA) at
Boston Universlty. A specialist in Ioom weav-
mg′ her appointment in 1980 added another
dimension to PIAs丘ber curriculum that
also indudes off loom and surface design
SPeCialties.
A graduate of Cranbrook Acadeny ofArt
and the Rhode Island SchooI of Design,
Thomas creates her art aided by an electroni-
Cally programmable dobby loom. The loom
a11ows Thomas to weave complex textile
PattemS and enables her to create three
dimensiona=andscapes on a two dimen-
Sional surface. Her art is inspired by viewmg
nature asノ′a woven surface with an ever_
Changmg Weft of light.′′
Thomas previously taught in Maine and at
the Cambridge SchooI of Weston, Massachu-
SettS. Her many exhibitions indude ′′Minia_
ture Fiber Arts: A National Exhibition′′ that
traveled across the United States for the past
two years. A permanent co11ection of her
WeaVユngS IS On display at the Chrysler Build-
mg in New Y()rk City. Thomas is a member of
the Boston University Alumni Visual Arts
CenteL a 2 50 member association of practi-
tioners′ COllectors and admirers of the visual
arts.
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詔ASTRONOMY
HE QUESTION IS NOT NEW IT HAS
en tossed around since man first looked
ryward・ And today we are still querymg:
re we alone in the Uhiverse?
Ancient civilizations actually assumed that
We Were nOt alone. In the fourth century
B.C., for example, Metrodorus of Chios, a
disciple of Democritus wrote′ ′ノTb suppose
that the Earth is the only populated wo血d in
in宜nite space is as absurd as to think that in
an entire field sown with millet only one
grain will grow:’
Modem man has been more skeptical, but
the curiosity has not waned. In the 1960s
When technoIogy made it possible to search
for extraterrestrials′ aStrOnOmerS developed
SOme neW theories. The 1965 Drake equa-
tion attempted to compute the number of
advanced civilizations in our Galaxy and pre-
dicted that there are lOO,000 to l,000,000,
roughly one for every million stars. But this
勃o均y糊p短: COZ‘r句′ Boston [痢veγ5砂A蹄ononay Libm7y
theory was questioned during the 1970s,
When repeated attempts to receive intelligent
radio slgnals from other stars failed to tum
up any positive results. If so many civiliza-
tions existed′ Why weren′t they slgnaling?
Recently new ideas about the possibility of
interstellar travel and the coIonization of our
Galaxy have relgnited the interest of the sci-
enti丘c commnlty. Two years ago, in fact,
the Intemational Astronomical Union (IAU)
SPOnSOred a jolnt SeSSion entitled ’’StrategleS
for the search for Lif昂n the Universe:′ and
there is a good probability that the IAU will
establish a special Commission devoted to
the search for extraterrestrial life next year.
But asking ifwe are alone is not the only
relevant question. If we assume that there
are other civilizations, then we must wonder
ifthey are aware ofus. Ifthey have spotted
us, Why haven’t they contacted us? Should
We SearCh for them? Is it safe? Ifwe are
alone, What are the implications for the
human race?
At Boston Universlty, One aStrOnOmer has
been pondering these questions for more
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civilization ln the entire/臆Iハ/ll))1‾‾ Gc oxy
Challenged by the successful expansion of
the space program and the likelihood that
man will soon begin to build pemanent
COlonies in space.
Papaglannis noted that with the use of
nudear fusion′ interstellar trips of space col-
Onies with 100 to 1000 people are entirely
feasible, but they would last several centuries
already we have gape to砥ぎMoon.
imagine the te宙rrioIogical advance]
Our CIV11略atlgn ln
is notv
to Papagiannis, >lbec祖se it doe
travel ari根exdudesyt
Galaxy
l§e th甜1i掩
CCOrdin
lumbia intr
be One
One Of two
rials are
billions of years, 1i
' OCeanS:’said Pap
Organ主§mS managed t
On land
PnSequently
S didn′t believe inter-
Stellar travel was a realiSticprospect. Trips
In the past, SCien
COuld not be acapmplished w瀧亜rra rea
ble fraction Qfa human life because ofthe
tremendous distances separatmg th墨tarS.
That notio房howeveI㌻has recentry been
that du瓦ng th
r system of
also implies
O billion years that our
d, it must have harbored
bi11ion independent civilizations
an average life of about one mi量-
ears. It seems impossible to Papaglan-
that in aIl that time not one ofthose
Civilizations sought to coIonize the Galaxy
Other scientists have proposed economic,
Cultural and social reasons to explain why
the coIoniza ion has not occurred, but Papa-
glamis can find no universal reason to pre-
Boston iaINSIG HT
聞
“once the
co!on垂jon P_ 。_　(　　1
hc]S begun there
ゆ封印it"
Vent the expansion oflife. ‘A11 you nee
WOuld be one generation out ofthe tho
Sands in one of the billions of civilizatio
that supposedly have existed in the Gal
to initiate the coIonization process. onc
COIonization process has begun there is
Way tO StOP it:’
CCOrding to papaglamis, OnCe this c
has started′ it will conquer the
in ′′cosmic terms:′ 1ess tha
years∴′So in the cosmic time sc
Xy Will be converted from a bar
O a buzzmg COSmic city full ofin
ife practically ovemight.′′
The fast pace of coIonization suggest
the galaxy lS nOt nOW in the process ofbeing
COlonized. Papaglamis condudes that either
the Galaxy is already
ifnot the
Galaxy
fully coIonized, Or it is
WaS there to
e musfぬe one ofthe
ilization
1′ OnlyノtWO鎌tremes. If the
ls hav6 coIo垂zed every sta吏
Stalso be in chr
in th請steroid beltゐuld have
子　言　　問
去ノ
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10nS,then papaglan-
1eVeSWe Will have to seriously con-
Sid r that we might be all alone∴′It might
make us a lit le lonely and a little frightened:′
he conduded′ ′′but it is excltmg at the same
time, because we could be the ones destined
t  coIonize the Galaxy. And if we discipline
OurSelves and manage to overcome our prob-
lems′ We WOuld leave a tremendous heritage
for the commg generations. We would be the
OneS tO finally give meaning to the Universe:′楽
advocatmg an intensive search to test
S theory. specifically, he is recommend輸
g a search班the asteroid belt, Which Iies
‘tWeen the orbits of Mars and Jupiter. Alien
paCe eQ畑meS
せ量o st amongrhcthouSands of
d¥u蛍光tected from the
Earth.
′′The asteroid belt would be like a Garden
OfEden for any space coIony′ added Papa-
glamis. ′′Some asteroids are almost coIossal
Chunks ofmetalrothers have carbon com-
POunds that can be used to produce organic
materials like plastics or food materials or
Synthetic fuels. In addition the low gravlty
makes it easy and therefore very meXPenSive
to mine the asteroids and to launch the
mined materials into space.′′
There is′ Of course, anOther extreme. we
JuSt might be the only advanced civilization
in our Galaxy possibly because only very
rarely did planets provide a stable environ-
ment and liquid water for the several billion
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閥堀田田園
動物be存脇脇
7榔脚OF脚0瑠
PrOmlSmg yOung manhood? Telemachos has
grown up indeed, and by no means fathe血ess:
Penelope has deve血y given him a11 the suitors
for father. But she has not given him one. And
SO′ through aH the years, Penelope′s faithfulness
keeps her faith皿.
One day Odysseus retums, Only he does so
deceptively直e is stilI testmg PeneIope. Only the
Old dog attempts to amihilate two decades in
a moment, and in that moment dies ofjoy With
a di励erent sort ofjoy Telemachos makes cause
not so much with his father as with a stranger
against his fathers. And so the great bowstmg
SmgS OnCe mOre, the spears are hurled, the suit-
OrS butchered.
But what ofPenelope? She has been faithful
SO Iong as the hero was not at hand. Indeed, if
She had failed to be faithful′ how would Odys-
SeuS then have appeared? Her faith皿ness was
the pedestaI upholding the hero′s digmty直er
faithfulness was the foundation for all his
adventures. without the faithfuIness of Pene_
lope′ Odysseus would have looked ridiculous;
and instead ofbeing the man who could sail
away from Calypso′ Circe and Nausikaa, Odys-
SeuS WOuld have been known as the man who
WaS betrayed by Penelope.
Penelope is faithfuI sti11. But what can her
faithfulness do for Odysseus now? Only assume
that she loves him still′ loves not only the dever
young man who went away but also the experi-
enced, middle-aged one who has retumed. No
doubt her faithfulness marks the end of his
JOumey; but, by the same token, this faithful-
ness ofPenelope’s is therefore also the end ofhis
adventures and must inevitably put an end to
his hero′s digmty, a dignlty Which depends
upon adventures. so now odysseus, Caught up
in Penelope′s shroud of faithfulness, at PeaCe
With gods, men and women, muSt become
PeaCeful himself. He can scarcely yet be aware
that he must become simply Mr. Odysseus, the
agmg, tale-telling mayor of Ithaca whose
Virtuous wife smiles so quietly at his side. It is
intolerable.
陶物out lbe力幼め鮒が用me友陶物椴縮約u協
偽溜めo脇脇u妨・ md海脇d卵e嬢海m?n
初0のukl謝au勿れm (物初物のmd脇u鉢
物の糠u∫卿u肋脇獲b%n居nom al海man u励
u妨J b海砂砂舵neゆe.
And this must be why, the day after Odysseus
reveals himself and slays the suitors, Why after
a smgle night in the bedchamber during which
P nelope′s meamngless weavmg becomes dou-
bly meamngles , Why after all the tales have
been summariz d′ though not yet recounted in
SuCh rich detail as might so easily剛up halfa
lifedme-this is why Penelope, that woman of
great reflection and incomparable self- SaCrifice,
runs o任with a poor shepherd who comes, it is
begimmg tO be rumored, from somewhere in
the neighbo血ood of Argos.
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END OFAN HO据
J禍4T脇払T ]りU月別HY甑N7?” asked the spruce
lady
′′What?′′
‘’For everything not to move, and yourself
least of all?′′
This question was not only posed insistently
but more archly than usual, and he saw that
this arch ove血ay an a11ey and that血e alley was
meant to lead him behind the buildings, Where
the garbage is.
’’I’ve got nothing agalnSt mOVement, nOthing
mch anyway. Should I?′′
′′Of course not; yOu know that′s not what
I meant:’She was being reproach皿noW,
aggrleVed, yet flattering him. ′′But look:′ she
Said′ ′′these reflections you treat me to are
always so cosmic and daustrophobic. Really,
I’m sure you must prepare them in advance.
They′re remarkably well organized speeches,
dassic and logical一’’「圏
〃短tmtion : Maり′ McN坊砂
田
’′Like myself:’he mumbled listlessly.
ノノーbut at the same time′ ifyou′ll excuse my
Saymg SO′血ey strike me as exaggerated. Exag-
gerated:′ She repeated all her key words for
him∴Are you by any chance putting on a play
めr me?′′
This was a less familiar tum in the alleyway.
He was fdeling more suspICIOuS than ever.
′′Why should I want to do that?′′ he said, trying
insolence.
She only became more stem・ ′′very well. Ybu
like to begin with facts′ I′ve noticed; but you
always wind up quite far afield offacts. Why do
you suppose that is?’’
′′I don′t think it′s so surprlSmg. Who′s ever
Satisfied with only facts? Facts are nothing but
Places to begin:’
She paused once more and looked down at
her dipboard・ The dipboard and the overwide
leather and chrome swivel chair, the briskly
CrOSSed′ StOCkinged legs and large, Stylishly
Serious glasses made her resemble a talk-
Show hostess conducting an interview with
an intractable guest′ Pe血aps one of those shy
and fundamentally boring authors who are sent
forth by their publishers to become notorious
ifthey can.
She looked up abruptly ′′Tell me about how
things seem to move, then:′ she commanded,
SOunding reslgned rather than, Say, either curi-
OuS Or enCOuragmg.
′′How things move? Okay very often it′s just
like this. The entire wond moves whenever I do.
Chairs, treeS, bushes, eVen the air; and the
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result is that even if I try to move furiously
toward something or away from it I don’t seem
to move at all. And not seemmg tO mOVe, I
really don’t. I know that this is because move-
ment only exists relative to other bodies; but
Since these are also movmg With me-aWay
When I move toward them, tOWard me when I
move away-they appear to be still. This seems
Very Sly of them because it means this stillness
Of everything lS really an e塙ect of movement
too. The fact that everything moves means that
everything lS Only in transition and even still-
ness itselfis at best only a metaphor for a cer-
tain sort of movement; for a peculiar kind of
relationship to other movements of other things
that also are movmg ‥ :’
′′Pardon me, but if that were true, then how
COuld you sit down or pick up a fok?’’She was
all ingemous commonsense.
(D働ar lbeI吻幼Our励クeおn脇rb′帥md)りu海砂証
やO居m〆h物励めh/ me end??nO偽er力みa力d
華u α7n肋砂鋤瑠ur佃t on一斑e h物件おd解物′
abα移偽e初男u居no砂… ’’
’’I only said that this is how things often seem
to me; I didn’t say it was true all the time. Y()u
asked how things seemed, didn’t you?’’
She waited for him to say mbre and he
WatChed her wait. But though she merely
Waited, he was waiting for her to become angry
With him for making her wait, SO that he then
might become angry with her too. This was by
no means his first visit. She gave ih.
’’Ybu told me you didn’t know your parents:’
She said at last, looking at him hard.
Feeling victorious, he responded at once.
’′That’s right. I told you, I’m a bastard. I grew
up m an institution:’
It wasn’t dear that she believed nim, but
She pressed on through his irony all the same.
′′Often people who grow up m institutions have
d脆culty formmg dose relationships with other
people:’
’’No kiddihg:’he mumbled.
She ignored him still∴′The reason for this
has to do with the absence ofnormally dose
ties in ea血y childhood. On the other hand, in
many cases this is compensated for by strong
bonds to a peer group. Does that describe you
atall?′′
’′No:’he said with something ofa leer.
She sighed perceptibly, maybe tactically, and
fell silent agam.
Her reslgnation bothered him and this time p
he gave in at once. ′′I was more interested in
What you were saymg about movement, Or
rath r in what I was saymg about it. What do
you hink that means for my case?’’
’’Ⅵ)u have no case:’she said du11y apparently
defeated or, WOrSe yet, ind批uent.
′ノY()u mean I’m healthy? I’m adjusted? I’m in
ood order? I’m okay?’’
’’Ybu’re none of those, I’m afraid:’
′′Then what am I?′′ he demanded. ′′Para一
中zed? ’’
ノ′耽s … in the heart too:’she said softly and
for that moment he thought he perceived that
She lik d him, that behind the dipboard beat a
he rt that felt for other hearts and believed in
hearts gamSt all the odds. He was surprised・ A
tirade rose in m. He grlPped the arm ofhis
non-SWiveling chair as one might the safety-bar
Of an ascending rollercoaster.
′ノDear therapISt, Our time is nea血y up and
you’ve JuSt SPOken ofhearts. So let me end with
another fact, a fact you can really set your feet
On-the heart is directly above the feet, yOu
know Now listen dosely.. ‥ Hot air ris初Now
isn’t that an astonishing fact-and not merely a
fact but a prmCiple too. Hot air al明y買ises.
Think ofit! Hot air rises as far as it can, aS Iong
as it is hot, yeamlng for space, for the heights.
Hot air is exalted. But now wait! Wbuld hot air
rise in a vacuum? No, it would not! It wouldn′t
rise since air couldn’t even exist in a vacuum;
but even ifit somehow managed to, the hot air
WOuldn’t rea11y be hot, WOuld it? No, nO! A vac-
uum can ther fore be defined as a place-aS a
Place or as a situation, mind you-in which hot
air doesn’t rise or else isn′t hot or isn′t air. And
What about cold air? Doesn′t Zt sink? Isn′t that
JuSt aS gOOd andjust as bad a pnnCiple? Cold
a r sinks, is abased主t grovels工t’s ashamed of
itself言t’s e tirely abject, this cold air. 1fou could
also say that cold air loves the earth or that it
longs for a deep interment. Are there maybe
two ways oflooking at the wo血d, do you think,
depending on which splgOt yOu tum On? All
the laws and principles may be basedjust on
the left-hand Spigot, nOt the right which is
equally valid but of opposite import・ Pe血aps I
am only one ofthose who see things m termS Of
Sinking cold air instead ofrising hot air, and I
Can Ot COntrive-WOuldn’t it be a blessmg if I
COuld? wouldn’t there be hope for me ifI could?
一tO See oth at the same time, StretChing for
SOme in xp essible stability, yOu understand,
every molecule at rest and just where it most
WantS tO be′ a StOlid, immaculate, unmOVmg
m dium n which a man could breathe at last,
Certain that he is disturbing these vast, COn-
tented oceans not at all:′
With thes  last words he was up and safely
Outthedoor. #
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`“professiona! suicide’h∂S m∂ny n∂meS.`Bum○
○ut and mid一睦crisis are the most commonly
used・ Put simpIy , it is the process dywhich
the most prom`SIng PeOPIe within an organi-
Zation屯ke steps that c∂n Only Iead their
C∂reers in a neg∂tive direction.’’
DoNALD W CoLE
〉①u C昭Zγ
LORI C4LABRO
ONFLICT AND STRESS COST
American business $100
billion a year. This宜gure
reflects Iost revenues and
decreas ed productivity.
Unfortunately, the nonproducers are
Often the brightest, mOSt Creative and
talented people, the individuals most
PrOne tO PrOfessional suicide.
′ノProfessional suicide has many
names:’noted Dr. Donald Cole,
SSW’52. ′‘Bum-Out and mid-1ife crisis
are the most commo血y used・ Put sim-
Ply it is the process by which the most
PrOmlSmg PeOPle within an organiza-
tion take steps that can only lead their
CareerS in a negative direction:’
According to Cole′ a licensed psychol-
OglSt and author of the recently pub-
1ished PI毎SSわnal Suicide: A Surγi脇I Kit
力r It)u?d Ii)ur Job (McGraw-Hill,
1981 ), there are several steps that
empIoyees can take. Frustrated but
deeply committed to their work and
their organizations, these individuals
might quit their jobs and take positions
far below their qua臆cations; ′′retire′′ on
the job; CauSe disruptions for which they
know they’ll be fired雷il to keep pace
With technoIogy and become out-
moded; develop stress related physical
PrOblems (i.e., headaches, ulcers); Or
Physically deteriorate (i.e., become over-
Weight, nerVOuS) and appear headed for
actual suicide.
Cole believes that ′′professional sui-
Cide’’is occumng at a11 levels ofAmeri-
Can business′ eSPeCially in the high tech
field. His observations stem from
research conducted in the 1960s at a
maJOr aerOSPaCe COrPOration based in
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Cleveland′ Ohio. Hired to explain why
many managers were either leavmg Or
becommg ine績ective, Cole spent seven
years observmg′ mterViewmg and gam-
mg the con丘dence of the empIoyees. In
the end′ he conduded that ′′professional
Suicide′′ was the wrong term・ The phe-
nomenon was actually doser to ′ノorgani-
Zational murder:’It was the environment
in which these people wo血ed that was
’’killing’’them.
′′I dealt with more than 200 people,
yet none had real traumatic family path-
Ologies to explain their behavior:′ noted
Cole. ′′They grew up m nice homes with
nice parents, had good educations and
happy marriages (except for血e fact they
Were WOking too mch). Their back-
grounds weren′t to blame. They JuSt Wer-
en′t being properly managed・
’′The organization coined the term
′suicide’to take the blame off itself:′ he
COntimed・ ′A Iot of time and money are
SPent reCruiting creative managers, but
OnCe hired, they often are forced to fend
for themselves in isolation and without
direction:′
Characteristically, the wokers sus-
CePtible to ′’professional suicide′′
have a ′′self-SaCri丘cing, humanitarian
approach’’to life and their jobs. Tbtally
MANAG田ME NT
in th  1920s, is not as commonly prac-
ticed anymore. As society becomes more
technically ophisticated, it is virtually
impossible for one person within a com-
Pany tO Call all the shots. Consequently,
O her manageri  styles have evoIved.
Most often in today’s high tech field,
WOkers丘nd themselves answenng tO
not one, but two or more bosses.
In what Cole defines as circular man-
agement, for example, PeOple work with
’′changmg bosses’’and are often thrust
into the supervisory role themselves.
Dev loped first in the aerospace industry
because f the individual expertise
needed to build space capsules, Circular
management demands team cooperation
and commnication in addition to
knowiedge. uch an evolutionary style
requlreS a Whole new set of interper-
SOnal skills.
Most people, however, are Still
Oriented toward a pyramid style of
management. They look to a guiding
SuP rVisor and find no one. One ofthe
fundame tal uman requlrementS Out-
1ined by psychoIogist Erich Fromm was
the need for a ′ノstructure from which to
View the wo血d:’In American business,
WOkers are宜nding themselves invoIved
in one structure but, at the same time,
In the end, he conduded th∂t ``professional
Suicide” vI儀the vvrong term.丁he phenomenon
WaS ∂Ctua"y doser to ``org∂nization∂l murde購’’
COmmitted to their organization, they
Often丘nd it is a one-Way COmmitment.
They are expected to do their own goal-
Setting, Plamlng, COOrdinating and
information gathering, With minimal
SuPervision and guidance. Throughout,
they are also expected to remain opti-
mistic and energetic.
Cole found that these people become
frustrated, COnfused and disillusioned.
Reluctant to leave the organization
because of tamished egos and dimin-
ished con宜dence, the wo血ers resort to
’′professional suicide’’through one or
more of the steps outlined previously.
Cole believes that an evolution in
managerial style and an ignorance of
that evolution is the unde血ying cause of
′’professional suicide:’The traditional
One boss, Pyramid style management,
developed by Frederick WinsIow Tdylor
Oriented toward another.
A new profession has developed to
eal with managers who have more than
One boss. C lled Organizational Devel-
OPmen  (OD), this profession is now a
Vital part of 15 percent of all United
S ates companies. Cole himselfis the
executive director of the Organizational
D vel m nt Institute, an educational
association, and an OD consultant.
′′There are three things I believe can
a節ect change. One is that people have to
be informed・ Second, they have to be
interested and motivated. And third,
a othe  party, Performmg the functions
Of a therapISt′ is needed to bridge the
gaps. That′s where the OD professionals
COm  ln:’
What OD professionals do is coordi-
nate the ′′people system’’within a cor-
POration. The  c eate an environment
Where people c n think, build the
bridges between wokers and managers
and each the crucial interpersonal
Skills. Most importantly they explain
managerial style.
’′It is totally unethical to push people
to the br nk:’added Cole∴′Yet, ifyou at
least explain to them where they are and
Wh re they are likely to go, yOu’ll be sur-
Prised how rⅢCh pressure they can
tolerate :′
ノ′Professional suicide′′ is not terminal.
In fact, it can be prevented. Cole suggests
that in addition to hiring OD profession-
als, COmPanies create management
development programs to improve coop-
eration and educe intemal competition.
He also recommends performance eval-
uation systems to help employees deter-
mine where they stand.
The ideal organization and the one
that all companies should asplre tO be is
One run by ’′team commitment:’he said.
Such organizations realize the impor-
tance of lettlng emPIoyees know they
belong, reCOgnlZmg PerSOnal achieve-
ment and supporting personal growth.
Harmony lS maintained by providing
SPeCial company goals and developmg
group e鱈brts to meet those goals.
In the pas  p ople did not expect to be
happy at wo血. EmpIoyment was simply
a means to an nd: eammg mOney
Tbday, m many instances, job satisfac-
tion is as important as compensation,
and the empIoyer’s responsibility is to
provide the proper environment for the
achievement of this goal.
′′Professional suicide’’won’t disappear
OVemight, but the e丑brts of authors such
as Cole, tOgether with the findings from
research on stress, Should provide the
motivation for companies to change
their managerial policies.
′′When I first宜nished the maIm-
SCript:’said Cole, ′’I let one ofmy ′sub-
JeCtS’read it. ′That’s exactly how it is: he
told me, ’I just didn’t think anyone
understood:’’ #
DoNALD W CoLE, a J952gmduate〆“the
Sch ol〆「social W裾有料。mong fhe布研布Ily
tmine〈i fn(iustrial social woγkers in fhe United
States. 4 /icen5e(i pリ′Choん擁t, Cole is curlt,ntb′
an o7ganizational deve毎ment COn鋤ltant fn
Cleveland, Ohio. He Zs 。Iso fhe executive diIt,CtOr
qfthe O7ganizational Deve毎’ment Institute.
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LORI CAL4BRO
曲HEN 7AXI DRIl/ER WAS
released in 1976, New I匂7*
7†mes宜Im critic Vincent
Canby described its protago-
nist Travis Bickle asノ′more than a char-
acter who is certifiably insane. He is a
PrQ]eCtion of a11 our nightmares of urban
alienation:′
Last March, One Ofthose nightmares
became a reality Emulating the 7tzxi
Driveγ PrOtagOnist, John Hinckley Jr. ,
Shot and wounded President Reagan.
Under questioning, Hinckley confessed
that he wanted to impress actress Jodie
Foster, Who portrayed a prostitute and
Bickle’s girlfriend in the則m. He felt that
by killing a public o鯖cial, a feat co-Star
Rob釦DeNiro (Bickle) failed to do in
7tzxi Driveγ, hel might win her a鮒ections.
Is Hinckley, like Bickle, ′ノcertifiably
insane’’?←What criteria did Canby use for
indentifying mSanity? And how often do
rehearsed actions within a film find their
Way mtO reality?
Film has many roles in American life.
It is a vehic量e of entertainment; an indi-
CatOr Of social consciousness; an inspl-
rationa量tool and even an instlgative
method. The Hinckley mCident is an
extreme example of a創m’s impact, but
Viewers definitely have emotional and
SOmetimes physical reactions to films.
These reactions also lead to lasting
impressions, eSPeCially where the viewer
has no first hand experience with the
Subject material.
Nowhere is this more obvious than
i the ce11uloid portrayal of insanlty, a
theme創m d rectors have been obsessed
With since the days of silent movies.
′′Most people have never seen anyone go
mad except in創ms:’remarked Michael
Flemmg, an aSSistant professor of Psy-
ChoIogy at Boston Universlty ′′Insamty
is both an in rlgumg and frightemng
Subject because it assaults that conven-
Now Ⅵ)yager
(I942)脇$ One
Qf the〆7S t〆lms
めport碑)′ the
佃mib万m佃in
pγ01凍ir砂mad-
ness, a Jheme
that has been
αZrriedめwn
め5uCh〆lms
as Ordinary
People (I98の.
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(R初hりThe Deer Hunter /ack佃祝he
COnt腸dわtions〆the Vfetnam脇r and qfthe
SOCie少fhat can ndll folemte SuCh co毎7融.
佃ek)W ) Ct,んnel Dave卿Ort脇打elieved qf妨
COmmand /n Twelve O’Clock High /Z,r
idとnt砂ir賜わO Pe7嶋Onally with his men. Hお
γ即楊cement, Geneml Sa岬ge?c畑mun`Z),
exhibited a de卵ee Qf融卿nce and bmt/e7y
that /ed !0 ′′combatj初めue. ’’
tional reality we are forced to accept and
from which each one ofus deviates. At
times, We all feel that our thoughts are
Very Strange and out ofline with the
accepted norm. We don’t discuss these
thoughts, SO mOVies may become a
medium where we can expIore this
Other wohd and uncover our own emo-
t10nS.’’
Flemmg lS One Of the prmCIPal authors
Of Jm%e qfMadness;刀ze R)rtγ砂′al qf
Ins?i砂fn fhe F細tuIe Film. Scheduled to
be published this summer by Associated
University Presses, the book is the result
Of a three-year COllaboration between
Flemmg and University Professor Roger
Manvell. It could become the handbook
for judging films dealing with insanlty
and, at the very least, grVe則m critics
Clinical references to substantiate their
diagnoses.
The work will be divided into two
PartS, eaCh reflectlng the expertise of the
authors. The first section, Written by
Flemlng, addresses the psychiatric and
肋has many mfes h Ame所oan傭自t応a
vehfole of enterねhme朽an高枕oaめr of
SOCibI conschusnes5; an m印〃afrona/めol
and even an hs的adve me拓od
SOCial for s that have shaped創m repre-
Sentations of madness. Manvell, Wrltmg
in the second part, Outlines the pIots,
technical achievements and significance
of some 160 films that have dealt with
madness, r ngmg from the 1926 Ger-
man創m SecIetS Qfa Soul to the 1980
Academy Award wimmg O/dina7γ
珪印Ie.
Tb research their wok, Manve11 and
Flemmg Viewed hundreds of創ms span-
nmg mOre than 6O years ofpopular
d piction f insanlty They also exam-
ined the dinical literature available from
the period surrounding each刷m’s
release. Consequently nine maJOr
themes, SuCh as madness and rmrder
and possession and madness, Were iden-
tified as represented in both創m and lit-
era ure∴ノIn the end, We decided to deal
With the changmg eVOlution of psychol-
Ogy in創m:’noted Flemmg.ノ′So to i11us-
trate each theme, We eXamined two
創ms separated by 25 years and sought
to show how the depiction of insanity
Changed or remained the same and how
it related to clinical perceptions at the
Wbr and Ma(加ess
」n the chapter on war and madness, for
example, Flemmg SPeCulates that war
has been a fav rite film subj ct
because it ’′represents such an overt con-
tradiction to the prmCiples which allow
SOCieties to exist. In war, a11 codes, laws
and com andme ts are overturned as
One is directed to kill another at all costs.
The result of such a position is extreme
mental stress, Which often results in
aberrant behavior and emotional reac-
tions that came to be called madness:′
Di鱈drent wars have produced diiferent
typ  of madness. VIb血d Wbr I victims
Suffdred ’′shell shock’’; VIb血d War II vet-
erans ha  ′′traumatic neurotic reaction′′
and ′’combat fatigue’’; and Vietnam sur-
Vivors su鱒訂ed ′′post traumatic stress dis-
Order’’or ′′Vietnam syndrome:’The
greatest vol me of films has dealt with
he latter two conflicts, and Flemmg uSeS
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a J970s毎end万脇fhat commented on fhe power madness qfpolitical盾uIeS.
Tweh,e O’Chc后H初h ( 1949) and 7he Deer
Hunter ( 1978) to illustrate the di鮭drent
reactions. He also noted that films
addressing madness have always been
released after a war′s resolution∴‘It is
almost as if the patriotic fervor needed
to rally and maintain a nation’s pursuit
Ofwar does not allow for a depiction of
the cost of such combat to the human
手　　psyche:′
Clinical theories take time to evoIve,
Flemmg found, and consequently at the
Start Of Wb血d War II, PSyChiatrists were
Still woking with the ′ノshell shock’’the-
Ories of the previous conflict. Victims
invoIved in Wb血d VIねr I trench warfare
Su亜dred from a type of acute paralysis
and memory loss that was associated
With living through a barrage of shell
expIosions. Sigmund Freud later theo-
rized thatノノshe11 shock′′ invoIved a
repression of a death fear. The soldiers
Went into catatonic states as a means of
COnSCiously denymg the desire for their
buddies to die rather than themselves
and the guilt that stemmed from that
wish.
The technoIogical escalation of Wndd
Wなr II took a far greater psychiatric to11
OVerall. Not only were soldiers exposed
to the elements of war, but civilians were
also living with the possibility of immi-
nent death, eSPeCia11y from the air. Ini-
tially, the psychiatric communlty
thoughtノ′she11 shock’’symptoms would
be widespread, but when the British
Weathered the air raids without signifi-
Cant PSyChiatric harm, the theories
Changed. Group bonding and the belief
in a common purpose were cited as pos-
itive reinforcers.
The ′′traumatic war neurosis′′ that
WaS being observed at the begimmg Of
he wa  manif sted itself in excessive
fatigue, body ailments and persistent
Phobias. But as the conflict dragged on,
the cumulative factors of stress took their
toll in ′’combat fatigue:’After a series of
traumatic events that the victims seemed
to deal with, madness would set in sud-
denly and appeared to be triggered by a
Smg e event.
Combat fatigue was the maJOr issue
addressed in weルe O’Cわc后H初h. Focus-
mg On the routine ofthe 151 bomber
Squadron, One Of the丘rst American air
units invoIv d in V¥f血d War II, the刷m
Shows the psychiatric e鱈ects of aerial
Warfare. The squadron’s commanding
O航cer, General Savage, Wins the com-
mitment of his men by subjectmg them
to no more s r ss than he endures him-
Self. Aerial warfare had the highest mor-
tality ate, ye  the General leads every
mission and becomes a model ofbravery.
Savage seems to be una鱈deted by his
COnStant COurtShip with death. But after
many successful missions, the trauma
CatChes up with him when he orders his
Wmg COmmander to break out of forma-
tion and consequently sends him to his
death・ Initially, the General suppresses
any emotional reaction, but prepanng
for the nex  day’s mission, he is beset
With severe tremors and can′t hoist him-
Self int  the cockpit. Savage becomes
MaIわn Bmnくわport均′ed fhe seemiI甥fy
mad C研onel Kurfz Jn Apocalypse Now
(197少.
immobilized, regammg COnSCiousness
Only when ’′his boys’’retum intact.
Flem g Writes thatノ’Savage is the
qumteSSential portrayal of how a com-
mander must act ifhe is to hold his
troops together, and the short lived state
Of shock int  which he is thrown … reP-
re ents the limit to which a Hollywood
hero ofthe late 1940s was a量lowed to be
Stricken by the madness of war:’While
Critical ofth  film′s use ofa ‘ノshell
Shock’’reaction in the midst of a Wb血d
War II trauma, Flemmg POmtS Out that
Tweルe O ’Ck,ck H初h set a new precedent
for war創ms by showlng the lead char-
acter falling victim to madness instead of
treatmg lt aS a minor subpIot. The創m
also erved to emphasize the pam Ofthe
V博血d Wねr II experience when other
Ho11ywood創ms were romantlCIZmg the
COnnict.
RomantlCIZmg the Vietnam War was
One teChnique that never worked. One
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abnomal sねtes mat拓e勅m hdus叫y has
addressed from the伽的伯nt degrees of ms血I-
fronalmadress in The Snake Pit /19制的me
e侮c樽ofalcoho/h The Lost Weekend /1g4勤め
拓e h〃uence of拓e deWh The Exorcist /797勤
創m, The G7?en BeI鉢(1968), did attempt
to portray the struggle in a positive light,
but it subsequently became a target of
the anti-War mOVement in this country
The Vietnam conflict was a di鱒erent
war. It was a war of contradiction. The
e徹)rt lacked the support of the Ameri-
Can PeOPle, and the soldiers invoIved
lacked a sense of purpose. Consequently,
Flemmg Writes, the soldier ’sノ′emotional
investment sIowly moved inward from a
beliefin his country in the waI; in the
army the battalion, the unit, his ’bud-
dies’and finally rested only in himself
and his individual survival. Vietnam
became, for many, a Private war as
they retreated further and further into
themselves :′
This inward retreat manifested itself in
drug abuse and expIosive behavior (POSt
traumatic stress disorder) usually when
the veteran returned from his tour of
duty. The創m物xi Driver was one ofthe
first to address the issue ofveterans’aso-
Cial behavior as a result of their experi-
ences. Other創 s followed, SuCh as
Cbmil移Home ( 1978) and 4pocaly卵e Nbw
( 1979), that portrayed the Vietnam sol-
dier as a loner su鮭dring from an inner
r gmg madn ss.
7he Deer Hunteγ embodies many of the
dinical themes associated with the Viet-
nam V¥ねr. Dir ctor Michael Cimino′s
POrtrayal of the characters before, during
and after he conflict allowed a symbolic
association between the war in the jun-
gle and the horrors of the retummg Vet-
eran. T e創m’s protagonist, Michael
(ノノthe deer hunter’’) , is the prototype
Vietnam survivor. He is the unemotional
One (ノノa control freak’’) who seemingly
l cks feaI; Whether it lS PaSSmg a trailer
truck on the right or playing Russian
roul tte with three bullets. Obsessed
With killing the deer with ’′one shot:’
his huntmg trips are symbolic of his soli-
tary stance against nature and agamSt
Cha血ie.
Micha l is als  the one who emerges
fl’Om the jungles of Vietnam intact.
Stevie loses his legs and Nick loses
his will and eventually his life to the
Russian roulette table. The final irony
unfolds when Michael tries to rescue
Nick by facing him one last time at that
table. In a glimmer of recognltlOn before,
Pu11ing the fatal trigger, Nick says, ′′One
should be able to do it with one dean
shot:′ For Michael the idea of one shot
WaS a lesson to live by; for Nick, it was
One tO die by.
Criticism of the Russian roulette scene
is cited in the book because many do not
believe it ever happened in Vietnam.
Regardless of its authentlClty, Flemlng
StateS that the game might have acted
ノ’as a metaphor for both the fear ofdeath
and the fascination with it that gamS
SuCh a commanding controI of con-
SCiousness in times of waI; Particula血y a
war filled with the moral contradictions
of Vietnam:’
Madness and肋Genres
漢∴
1○○
hroughout the book, the authors
use the word ′′madness′′ as an
umbrella term. It subsequently
refdrs to a wide range of abnormal states
that the丘Im industry has addressed
from the di鮎rent degrees of institutional
madness in 7he Snake Pit (1949) to the
fltct of alcohol in 7he Lost V侮eken(i
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`In One Flew Over The Cuckoo′s Nest
(19 75/′ Randle Hotr巌M祝uγphy (Jcck
N勧o広on)脇辛nstitutionalized because
50CZe少could not folとmte his
写れe坤irit. ’’Audiencのtympathi乙ed
With hねp物ht.
( 1945) to the influence ofthe devil in
脇eE持on寂(197う).
While breaking down madness into
neuroses or psychoses would have been
too speci丘c, Manvell contends that珊ms
dealing with madness can be divided
into two di批汀ent genreS∴′The shock
horroL SenSational approach, that high-
1ights such創ms as 7he Ct!binet qfDr
Ctz胸ari ( 1918), all the way through
Hal友)Ween ( 1979), dates back to the 18th
Century Gothic novel and even the
Elizabethan and Jacobean drama:′ he
noted∴′Ultimately, they are based on
SuPerStitions and pnmitive fears:′
The other genre is the more modem,
SCientific approach that began with Sec7?tS
ゲa Soul. Through the use of flashbacks,
this則m gave a Freudian explanation to
a husband’s urge to kill his wife.
Manvell pomtS Out that創m is the perfect
medium for portraymg madness because
Of its ability to empIoy Hashbacks,
dreams and split screen techniques to
COnVey COmPlicated psychiatric
PnnCiples.
′’The ability to move in and out of
actuality and fantasy has been adopted
as a matter ofcourse now for 20 years
among directors like Robert Altman and
Fellini:’he added∴ノYbu can weave
around the perceivable wo血d in wrltlng
but words have a mch higher order of
understanding. The visual appeals to a
more prlmitive ability. Consequently it is
the prerogative of珊m to treat血is theme
SO COnCretely and immediately:′
Manve11 believes that the importance
OfJmc砂e q手Madnc簿lies in the fact that it
SuPPlements the more scientific genre of
創m・ He reglSterS COntemPt for the low-
budget money makers that often play on
the idea of violence agamSt WOmen and
the mass murderer. Flemmg analyzes the
appeal of such創ms as Halhween and
LookingβrMr Goodbar as simply exploi-
tation of the ′′rage men feel toward sex-
ual women. Men desire them, yet they
Seek to hurt and destroy them at the
Same time:’
ysars and soughtめshow how the d印ICfron of
msanIty Changed or rema励ed肋e same and
how舟伯胤edめc励halpenepfrons at the拓ne〃
MICHAEL FLEMING
This idea of sexual brutality is treated
extensively in Jm`砂e QfMadn鮒. Fleming
COntends that it reached a new height in
the均′Cho ( 1960) shower killing∴Audi-
ences had certainly witnessed women
being killed before this, but there was in
Hitchcock′s images a umque PerSpeCtive
Which seemed to play on the most prlm-
itive elements. Nude and in the shower,
the star ofthe珊m (Janet Leigh) is sud-
de血y hacked to death for no apparent
reason. On the other hand, he adds, the
′’madonnaesque women:′ the ones who
are portrayed as good and pure, are
allowed to live in such創ms.
」How Psychiatry
ln〃u nces肋
n their research of the psychiatric lit-
erature, the uthors found that創m
and psychoIogy have a政所ed each
Other. J” Cd脇Bわod (1968) is one exam-
Ple of how psychiatric theory was
applied to explain why a murderer esca-
la ed his crime fl-Om Simple robbery to
human des ruction. It was also one of
many創ms that actually brought in a
PSyChiatric consultant on location. In
fact, in the ea血y days of Hollywood,
Freud hims lfwas o徹賞ed $100,000 to
COnSult on the epic Iove stories ofhis-
tory. He refused when he realized that
his name would be used primarily for
publicity reasons.
But the influence of the consultant is
blatant in Jn Cbld Blood. Based on a true
StOry Of the m rder of the Clutter family
in 1959, th 刷m was made in coopera-
tion with Joseph Satten, a PSyChiatrist
from the Mennmger Psychiatric Clinic in
Kansas and a pIOneer in research on
rmrder without motive.
Due to Satten’s influence, the創m
emphasizes the impact ofchi量d abuse on
One Of the murderers as he executed his
Crime. The Hashback technique is used
to show Perry′s father threatenmg him
With a gun and beatmg Perry’s mother.
The reason for his murderous rage, in
fact′ is linked to his father. For example,
JuSt before Perry kills him, Mr. Clutter′s
face becom s that of Perry′s father. And
the hangman perry faces at the end of
the創m also fuses into his father′s
image.
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More recent刷ms have actually used
PSyChiatrists as actors. Jill Clayburgh’s
hippy therapISt in An 【励married脇man
WaS an aCtual psychotherapISt and the
doctor who ordered Jack NichoIson’s
Prefrontal lobotomy in One F佃w Oveγ the
C〃ckoo t Nest was, in fact, the superin-
tendent of the Oregon State Psychiatric
Hospital where the創m was shot.
Flemmg nOteS that創ms now have come
full cirde ′仕om addressmg the issues of
psychology to having real psychiatrists
act in them:’
Films actually are a testimony to the
PrOgreSS PSyChoIogy has made in the last
50 years. As ideas′ theories and treat-
ments have changed, SO have their
SCreen POrtrayals. That evolutidn, rang-
mg from the truth serum iI可ections
Olivia de Havilland receives in 7he Snake
Pit to the informal approach Judd Hirsch
has as the psychiatrist in Oγdinary ftop佃,
reflects what Flemmg believes is aノ′bet-
ter understanding of the complexities of
insanity:’
Both authors feel that the theme of
insanity will remain a strong one in the
feature皿m. They stress that their book
Imqge Q/‘Madness simply provides the
background material necessary for the
Viewer to understand a prominent cine-
matic theme. In the end, it is, Of course,
the viewer who mst decide who is
insaneandwhy　#
L班: J所he J970s, ′′sn鯛Ims’’華ur紡ed becau5e fhり′ WeIe rumOγed to
show fhe ki妨抄qfwomen. The Texas Chain Saw Massacre became almost
a cult万lm when fhe Mu5eum qfModeγn Art added ;t fo fts movie collection・
A ove: T?わnce `Zgainst women has alM/nyS been cz印pular月lm fheme・ P74おfOr
F佃m物points out fhat it料al14砂sthe sexualb′ alluγi7移WOmen SuCh as Diane
Keaton fn Looking for Mr. Goodbar who die・
MICHAEL FLEMING: an aS誘tant pγt舶50γ Qf
卒ycho塵砂ho肱ajOint appOintment fn Boston
Universi少t Col均e QfLibeml Ar短znli Metγ印Ol-
itan Col物e. A gmduate Qfthe 【励iveI5ifyt coun-
Selil移pγqgmm at fhe School d「Education, his
mq/0γ 7体earCh fntert融hal/e COnCeγnedgender
砂やhoria cznd fhe inteがZCe qfpリ′Chol幼y and fhe
humanities.
J?ddition fo his collabomtion with Rqgeγ ●
Manvell on Image of Madness, Flbmir砂has co-
authoIed papeIS With Carl Ruck Qfthe C楊s最s
Dcpaγtment 。nd T J功rrson Kline Q/’the Modern
Fb7t?初n Larzguqges Dqartment.
RoGER MANVELL, 〔励ive15i砂P砂Zssor a融
V扇tir賜P解ssor c!rFilm at fhe SchooI Qfpublic
Commun cation,料a d短i卿uished bi切mphe7;
Writeγ Onj lm and felevision, SC7eenWrite「 and
b/Oadcas eI:
助rme7?y i7eCtOr qfthe Bγitish Film 4caden砂
Manvell was fhe goveγnOr and head c!fthe
d印artment qfFilm Hi弱砂at fhe London Film
School #ntil J974. He 7eCeived hisg筋duate 。初
Ph.D.率y7筋jわm London Unive15i劫and, in
1971, he It,Ceiv訪fhej子規CJoctoγ Qf佃tte/急fわm fhe
脇 ve7鯵砂QfSussex句γ his 25 yeaタイcontγibution
めflm studies.
J7? addition fo Image of Madness, Mant/ell料
pγ印arir妙C! Stu匂′ qfI移maγ Be7gman母Ims and
a 5tu匂′〆the J922-23 Geγman f研ationaly
peγiod and fhe毎e Q/’Hitler
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疎意霊霊盤霊許
Phins made squeaking noises.
He didn′t believe the sounds
Were Slgnificant, though,
because the creatures didn′t
have lips.
R. Stuart Mackay would like
to help Aristotle write a second
edition. A professor of BioIogy
at Boston UniversitY, Mackay’s
research on the ongm and pro-
duction of doIphin sounds
became the cover story m
Science magazine last spnng.
Although it had previously
been known that doIphins uti-
1ized sound for communication
and sonar pu町oses, Mackay
WaS the first to explain how
′′DoIphins are unusual in
that they can make dicking,
buzzlng, Whistling and crymg
SOunds simultaneously and
quite independently’said
Mackay. ′ノPlus they produce
those sounds underwater
Without making bubbles and
Without vocal cords:′
How human beings make
SOunds has Iong been under-
StOOd by science. Tissue vibra-
tions of the vocal cords and
mouth account for speech and
Other noises such as the
′′Bronx cheer:’But whistling lS
SeParate and results when air
Vibrates as it passes through
the larynx. Most people
have the capacitY tO Whistle
and hum at the same time, but
usually utilize their mecha-
nisms separately.
Mackay found that doIphins
also have two mechanisms. An
intemal mechanism, Ca11ed a
nasal plug, aCtS aS a Substitute
VOCal cord. Its vibration as it
doses off the air passage half-
Way down in the animal’s head
is responsible for the buzzmg,
dicking and other sounds. The
Whistling results from a vibra-
tion ofthe air itselfas it passes
through the nasa量passage.
DoIphins also have a larynx,
BioIogy-Hdw d叫タhins
のmmun加わ
but it doesn′t seem to be
invoIved in sound production.
Tb deter血ine the orlgm Of
do巾hin sounds, Mackay and
H.M. L aW a graduate student
who earned his Ph.D. in the
interdisciplinary program at
Boston UniversitY; Shone very
high frequency sound waves
(two million cycles per second)
into the heads of doIphins.
Then, by studying the retumed
echo p ttems, they determined
What was movmg and what
WaSn′t.
/俄惣影器葱。
d緑i卿, buzz堀川杭rli卿
and c7yZ卿SOタInd短imultane-
Oudy and qudかnくねタm-
読m妙P/郷fhの′ p70duce fho§e
$Oタイnds?dと棚ter Witho〃t
maki卿bubbk訪nd高tho硯
的α事lの7砿.′′
R. STUART MACKAY
ノノTheir mechanisms were
found to be quite separate and
Slgnificant:’noted Mackay.
′′For example, they can
be making a dick train (a
Series of clicks used as a sonar
SyStem) and at the same time
PrOduc modulated whistles
to communicate with other
do巾hins:’
Mackay added that their
methods were totally harmless
to th  doIphins. In fact, the
S me PrOCedure was used to
measure blood flow in a
human fetus inside its mother
Without risking damage to
either party.
Supported by grants from
NASA and the Boston Uhiver-
Sity Graduate School, Mackay
and Liaw studied two di債ごrent
SPeCies of doIphins, the Tur-
SIOPS trunCatuS and the Del-
Phinus delphis, located at the
N w England Aquarium and
the Naval Ocean Systems Cen-
ter in San Diego. Their conclu-
Sions can also be applied to
Whales, Since the main di鮮er-
ence between the mammals is
one of size.
The researchers also found
that the doIphins produce their
SOunds at will. In a series of
acoustica11y contro11ed experi -
ments, the doIphins were able
to tum lights on and offby
emitting th  correct sounds.
Consequently, Mackay specu-
1ates at the animals might
be trained to communicate
With man.ノ′Through further
research we might be ab獲e to
Set uP a do量phin/man commu-
nication system to find outjust
how sm rt they rea11yare:’L.C. #
多頭舞ノ∽
髪覆藷霧を牽参
務愛護髪霧霧
R`申rinted砂arm卿ement With fhe publishe江伯庇man Pub硫hi移, New胸7*, From Tiny FootprlntS, 」978, B・ K/iban.
( StreSSeS Ofone role against the
benefits ofthe other is an
Life Stress-W砂仰men mOrt
祝砲タ榔わn or flln鍬s
E誌霊器霊誓言_
ing the work force en masse,
PSyChologists have speculated
about the e鯖tct it would have
On family life. Wbmen exposed
tojob stress, in addition to
family stress,Were PrObablY
Perform量ng a Suicidaljuggling
act or so it was assumed.
Now a new study conducted
by Assistant Professor Abigail
Stewart of the PsychoIogy
Department, has led to the
belief that maybe the dual roles
WOmen Play might be the most
beneficial. The stresses and
benefits inherent in the work-
Place and the famiIy, might
actually serve as good balances
for each other.
Stewart has always been
interested in change, eSPe-
Cially in how change a鯖tcts
WOmen. ′′There’s such a high
degree of change in everyone’s
life:’she noted. ′ノPeople get
married, get divorced, have
Children, Change jobs. And the
rate of these changes has acce量-
erated very rapidly in the sec-
Ond half of the 20th centurY,
especially for women:’
腸詰競盤d出郷
舵耽ねd to be 4SSOCrdted mole
M脇flln偽弱ean dqI拙めn,
脇e朋的mib′ St榔跨彫舵
linke祝o d吻胴S調n 4nd
OCCur7切mostbI amOI移house一
閥.
Previous studies such as the
Framingham Heart Study have
看inked change and stress to ill-
ness and heart attacks in men.
But the research on women′s
responses has been sketchy.
Stewart speculated that today’s
WOmen Were being faced with
unlqu  PrOb量ems in living
multip量e roles. Consequently,
She sought to examine the rela-
tionship oflife stress, depres-
Sion and ilIness among a sam-
Ple group of 122 adult women.
The participants, all gradu-
ates of an elite women′s col-
lege, had been the subjects of
Stewart’s dissertation study
COnducted in 1960 that exam-
ined the role personality and
Situa ion played in determin-
ing women’s lifdstyles. Now
33-yearS-O量d, the women could
be divided into four groups:
Smgle career women; married
Career WOmen; married women
With children; and married
Career WOmen With children.
In Stewart’s fo1low-uP Study,
they were asked to rate their
lif  stress s on a scale ofO to
100 and describe their
responses to the situation.
What Stewart found was
that work stresses tended to be
associated more with illness
than depression, Whereas fam-
ily stresses were linked to
depression and occurred
mostly among housewives. The
Single and married career
WOmen, for example, deve量oped
headaches and body aches in
response to stressfu1 1ife
Changes. Women with hus-
bands and children, but no
CareerS, On the other hand,
reported feeling sad, 1istIess
and anxious when under
StreSS.
Stewart pointed out that
hom makers generally lack
COntrO獲over the stressful events
in their lives and end up fdel-
mg helpless and depressed.
That response isn’t functional
in the workplace, She added.
′ノYOu can’t go around with low
energy, feeling sad and expect
to perform your duties as a
PrOfessional :’
Probably the most interest-
mg finding was that married
career women with children
reported feeling the least
depressed or il量in response to
StreSS. ′/I want to be cautious,
but I hope this means that
being able to balance the
inherently more healthy way to
量ive :′
More research has to be con-
ducted to confim the findings,
She added. ′ノThe women I
Studied were more privileged,
better educated and conse-
quently more in control of their
lives. The results might have
been different if women in
more di範cu賞t circumstances
Were COnSidered:′
Stewart, Who recently pub-
1ish d a book entitled A New
Ctz5e〆)r fhe Libeml A融that
examined how students adapt
o coIIege, WOuld like to folユow
e same women as they enter
midd  age. currentIy She is
investigating specific life
Changes s ch as the impact of
divorce on children and their
P rentS. L.C. #
Tbddler C ommunication†
W功a babf料Se巾o aach other
T謹器霊議書_詳蒜宝器謹告
mg literature has traditionally under the age ofthree were
labeled them too se葵fish and said to play near each other
Accoγdir賜tO
P碕50r
Ed彫z7宏Muel初;
Olぴects, e岬e置
Cialb′ tγ5, a7で
the mo5t dircct
means Qf toddleγ
COmmun ication.
(Parallel play) , nOt With each
Other.
But new research conducted
by Dr. Edward C. Mueller in
the PsychoIogy Department
indicates that not only can tod-
d量ers communicate with each
OtheL but they can also share
meanlngS in their interactions.
Mue11er has identified 12 such
meanmgS Or ’′mutually under-
StOOd themes′′ that underlie
toddler play. ′ノPreviously it
had been held that toddlers
Were nOt CaPable of representa-
tional thought at a11:′ he
remarke d.
The idea of shared mean葵ng
StemS from Mueller′s initial
research that documented peer
interaction. Sponsored by a
grant from the National Insti-
tute of Mental Health, Mue量ler
Studied the actions ofmale
toddlers in special p量ay groups
from 1973 to 1976. From the
600 videotapes he co11ected,
Mueller showed that babies
Can aCtua11y make friends and
establish real social interaction
before they are a year old.
Shared meanmg tOOk
that idea one step further.
Although toddler communica-
tion lacks understandable
WOrds or sentences and usually
COnSists ofbangmg On the
table, geSturing or repeating
SOunds, Mueller found it was
responsible for the games the
Children played. Through their
actions, the children were say-
mg ′ノWe are playing peek-a-
boo′′ or ′′It′s time for me to run
and you to chase me:′ The
themes actually defined the
SOCial situation. They were
′′shared′′ because each child
understood and responded
S imultane ous ly.
Ofthe 12 meanlngS, the
three most frequently reported
Were ′’motor copy/’′′object
exchange:’andノ′object posses-
Sion struggle:’All have their
roots in a fascination with
Objects and toys. Mueller, in
fact, believes that physical
O切ects are the ′′natural path-
Way tO Peer relations. Two
Children are usually brought
together because of a common
interest in a toy and through
E霧篤認諾鶴e
脇at babあc#n aCtualb′ make
所 nds and e鋤blish n#l
$OC初inわmtion b帥移脇α
a移ay物r O祐
that interest, they discover that
they not only control the toy
but also the other kid:′ The
result is meaningful social
interaction.
The ben fits of toddler inter-
action ar  broad. By bringmg
Children together ear量y
(Mue11er advocates as early as
Six onths), SOCial ski11s are
greatly enhanced and social
VOCabularies increased. MuelIer
added that the work has
importance ′′in terms of telling
teachers what toddlers are
CaPable ofand in glVmg Chil-
dren credit for having abstract
thinking abilities:′
For parents who are often
OVerWhelmed with child rear-
mg duties and work pressures,
Mueller′s advice is thatノ′Mom
doesn′t have to be there 24
hours a day. By allowmg a
Child to interact with his peers,
ParentS Can glVe themselves
time off and at the same time
expand their child′s social
know獲 dge, COnfidence and
happme SS :′
As for teachers, Mue11er
POints out that most come from
SChooIs of education where the
focus is on teaching how to
teach. ′’But you really can’t
introduce a curriculum to tod-
dlers. Children are more fasci-
nated by adults than by their
OWn PeerS. Tねchers must
learn to structure the environ-
ment so as not to distract the
Children from leammg about
each other:′
Fr m exammmg the video-
tapes, it’s apparent there is still
much r search to be done in
the area ofp er relations. Next,
Mueller would like to investi-
gate the failure of toddler
friendships and the aggressive
Sid  ofpeerrelations. #
L.C
A trembling thought, nO bigger than a hurt
Wren′ SWe11s to the pulse-beat of Iny rOunded palm,
PeCks at its scratch-maks like a mound of dirt,
OVal wmgs thrurmrmg like a panelled heart.
Mercy on thee, Wren; mOre than you gIVe tO the worm・
I’ve seen that pitiless beak dabbing the worm
like a knitting-needle into wool, the shudder you gIVe
gulping that limp noodle, its wrlggle of completion
like a seed swa11owed by the slit of a grave,
then your wihk of rightness at a wren′s religion,
but ifyou died in nry hand that beak would be the needle
On Which the black wo血d kept splrmng On in silence,
your msic as measured in grooves as was ITry Pen’s.
Keep pecking on in this vein and see what happens:
The red skeins will come apart as knitting does,
It flutters in Iny Palm like the heartbeat longmg tO be gone
as if it shared the knowledge of a wren’s elsewhere,
beyond the wo血d ringed in its eye, SeaSOn and zone,
in the radial iris, the targeted, targeting stare.
DEREK WZ4LCOTT
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increase to 965.9 million tons
ayear by 1985, grOWmg at an
annual rate of5.5%. In New
England, that percentage will
reach 20.2% according to
Department of Energy figures.
Two key factors behind this
increase are the 1974 Energy
Supply and Environmental
Coordination Act and the 1978
Power Plant and Industrial
Fuel Use Act that mandated all
utility plants to convert from
natural gas and oil to domestic
COal. Of the 42 plants required
to convert to coal, 16 are in
New England.
′ノCongress has mandated
this conversion and they
expect it to be done rather
quicklY;’said Je冊ey Osleeb,
associate professor of Geog-
raphy at Boston University.
′′But they haven’t considered
how the coal is gomg tO get tO
the power plant in the first
p量aぐe :’
Backed by a grant from the
Department of Commerce’s
Maritime Administration,
Os量eeb decided to tackle the
PrOblem. The result was a
mathematical model that can
be use o calculate the most
COSt e鯖cient locations, CaPaC-
ities, COal handling facilities
and mod s of transportation
needed to adequately serve
New England coal users in the
future.
Osleeb and his colleagues
fir t conducted a New England
POrt inventory to determine
Characteristics such as depth
Of harbor, land availability for
COal handling equlPment and
the existence of railroad con-
nections to ship coal to inland
utilities. AIso taken into con-
s deration were the coal min-
ing areas of the Appalachian
reglOn, the type of coal mined
and the ports such as Newport
News, Virginia, Where the
’ノcoal chain’’originates.
These factors were calculated
into the second part of the
Study; devising the mathemati-
Cal model. Cal量ed the Port
Expansion System, the study
WaS designed toノノminimize the
total ost ofpurchasing, tranS-
」POrting and handling the coal,
Plus acqumng and operating
new equlPment:’The model
termined that the traditional
freighter was the best mode of
ra porting coaユタalthough
SOme ut l ties would requlre
delivery ota11y by rail. In the
final analysis, the two most
important ports tumed out to
be Providence and Boston, Cit-
ies th t have deep harbors,
C Pable of accommodating the
COnneCtions have disappeared.
Despite the fact that this
model exists, utilities are not
rushing to convert to coal
although i  is much more eco-
nomical (One tOn Of coal costs
about  same as four barrels
Of oil and each yields the same
amount ofenergy) and the
SuPPly is much more reliable.
The reason is that the Fuel
Adjustment Clause allows util-
ities to pass oil pnCe increases
along to their customers,
where s coal conversion costs
must be absorbed.ノ’Converting
to coal will cost each utility
about $100 mi11ion initially for
env ronmental protection
equlPment, a COSt that they
Can’t pass on to their cus-
tomers:′ noted Osleeb.
′′Granted they will make up
that deficit probably within
7he coal cont/e7嶋わn model
examined fhe best mean5 qf
tmnsportzr移COal fo fndi-
1/idual poγtS 。nd fhe neces-
Si砂Qfinstalli7q7 neW COal
handli卿cquzpment at
por短7nd at fhe pOWer
plants.
REGIONAL COAL F」OWS
necessary freighters.
Osleeb′s model wouldn′t
have been needed 30 years
ago. At that time, COal was the
dominant energy source and
the in血astructure for its ship-
ment was quite extensive. But
Since the 1950s, almost all
POWer Plants in New England,
except one, have converted to
Oil. Consequently the shippmg
facilities have deteriorated, the
COal handling equlpment has
rotted and many of the rail
One year, but the initial incen-
tive is missing:’
Osleeb believes that the coal
COnVerSion process wi11 speed
up if the Reagan Administra-
tion eliminates the Fuel
Adjustment Clause.
The application of Osleeb’s
model to New England is a
CaSe Study that can be applied
to almost any reglOn Of the
COuntry. In addition, Osleeb
believes that it can also be used
to soIve the current congestion
PrOblem that exists in uS.
POrtS that export coal. ′′There
are many reasons for the back-
log, from the slowness of ship-
Pmg the coal from the mines to
the ports to the shallowness of
the ports themselves:’added
Osleeb. ′′The model could be
used to specify where modifi-
cations of the coal chain can be
made:’乾
L.C.
Oral Contraceptives鵜H砂h
drs物e Pill /in肋祝o hmrt attack
r出欠
B霊諾認諾霊t
time that long-term uSe Of the
birth controI pi11 may lead to
heart attacks in women as
much as 10 years after they
have stopped taking the pi11.
A study pub量ished in the
New E卿hand Jo研nal d’Med窃ne
(August 20, 1981) by Univer-
Sity professors Dennis SIone,
M.D. and Samuel Shapiro,
M.B., FR.C.P(E.), POints to a
long-lasting residual e鮮ect in
WOmen Who have taken oral
COntraCePtives for five years or
more. Before the SIone/Shapiro
Study, reSearCh had shown that
the pill had an adverse e鮮tct
On blood pressure, blood sug-
ars and blood fats-Changes
that were associated with an
increased heart attack risk. But
the risk was thought to
decrease soon after pill use
WaS StOPPed.
From July 1976 to June
1979, SIone and Shapiro stud-
ied 556 emale heart attack
Patients rangmg m age from
25 to 49. They found heart
t acks increased approxi-
mately two to three times in
women who had used the pi量l
for more than 10 years before
StOPPmg. The trend was par-
ticularly evident in 40 to 49
year-Old women who had used
the pi11 for 10 years or more,
but had stopped using oral
COntraCePtives five to 10 years
before the study. For women
Who had taken the pill for less
than 10 years, the rate ofheart
attacks was less. Researchers
found no evidence of an
increased heart attack risk in
women w o had taken oral
COntraCePtives for less than five
yearS ・
Although the results are
impressive, the research team
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from the University’s Drug
EpidemioIogy Unit at the
SchooI of Medicine empha-
Sized that their study cou量d be
biased by factors that do not
a鯖ect current pill use. For
example, nearly all of the
WOmen in the study had taken
n ′′old-Style, high dosage’’pill
that is no Ionger prescribed. In
ad ition, reSearChers had to
rely n women’s memories to
d ter ine the pill and dosage
taken. The team added that
they were considering a ’′very
uncommon disease’’among
WOmen in the first place, and
t at only about nine per cent of
AmericaLnS in the 40 to 50 age
group have ever taken the pill
for five years or more. Due to
hese factors, SIone and Shapiro
SuggeSted hat more studies
be conducted to confirm their
findings.
The University of Pennsylva置
nia cooperated in the study,
SPOnSOred by the National
Institute f Child Health and
Hu an Development of the
National Institutes of Health,
the Food and Drug Admin-
stration and by Ho鮒nan-La
Roche Inc. #
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WeStem OutPOSt in Colonial
America, eXisted on賞y in his-
tory books and in Virgmia
folklore. The exact site of the
Fort was not known. But
the people of Brunswick
County had long ago erected a
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monument where legend indi-
Cated the structure stood.
August marked the end of
the third year of archaeoIogical
Studies at Fort Christanna.
Excavations finally succeede d
in locating its entire perimeter.
Discovered to be almost a per-
fect p ntagon, the Fort was
SPread over three and a half
acres and the monument was
Practically in the middle.
Directing the e鱒brts is
Assistant Professor Mary C.
BeaudrY; Who holds ajoint
appointment in the Boston
University Anthropology and
ArchaeoIogy Departments.
′ArchaeoIogically the site is
important because the Fort
Only had a smgle occupation
and has never been subjected
to a major disturbance since its
abandonment:′ she noted.
Built to overlook Virginia’s
Meherrin River, Fort Christ-
anna (named for Christ and
Queen Anna), WaS eStablished
by Lt. Govemor Alexander
Spotwood in 1714. Spotwood’s
ambitions at the time were to
PrOteCt the frontier, Christian-
ize the Indians and rekindle
the dwindling fur trade in the
area. Consequently, in its 12-
year existence, Fort Christanna
SerVed as the trading center for
the Virginia Indian Company,
as a bu鯖訂against hostile
Indian tribes and as the site of
a successful Indian school.
Located /n Viゆnia,励γt Chr短ama wa5 fhe site Qfthe
肋ginia Jndian Conpaタがn fhe J700s・ 7t’d鋤exC。協動o
aγe f7yilqg f印加e物ether fhe h寂砂qfthejZ,rt 。ided砂
the writir砂q手hhn劫ntaine.
砿上2y鋤r e融幼年α,劫rt
⊥Ch′宙のnna Serledの脇e
tmdi卿のnierhr fhe Wゆnね
Jndねn Cb型タa〆切aS最中解r
物ainst hosti細Jndねn frめの
and as fhe site 4「a鋤cc鉢物I
Jndねn school.
囲
The Fort did flourish for a
time both financia1量y and dip-
1omatically But Spotwood had
many political enemies within
the Council of Virglnia who
SuSPeCted him of using the set-
tlement for his own financial
gain. Eventually, funds for the
Fort were discontinued and it
WaS abandoned. Indians occu置
Pied it until about 1740, but for
the last 240 years, Fort Christ-
anna has been left to the
elements.
The remains of Fort Christ-
anna now lie beneath the red
day of Brunswick County. ′′Wle
WOn’t find any of the Fort intact
because it was constructed
Ofwood timber that has
decayed/’remarked Beaudry.
′′What we do find are the
ground stains where buildings
OnCe StOOd, basically the
Shadow of Fort Christanna:′
Beaudry stressed that while
the Fort is not unlque in coIo-
nial architecture, its study wi獲l
yield valuable information
about coIonial contact with the
Indians, eSPeCially how the
English fur trade a鯖ected
the local tribes. In addition,
because Fort Christanna was
One Of the Siouan speaking
Indians′ last known settle-
ments, dues regarding the
tribes’disintegration may be
found.
Excavations have thus far
uncovered many artifacts and
information about the plan
and construction of the Fort′s
Palisades and bastions. Wine
bottles, glasses, PIPe Stem
fragments′ StOneWare mugS
and redware pans have been
recovered during the excava-
tions・ Uncovered triggers,
Wmg nutS and sheet brass
SCraPS may indicate that a
gun repalr and blacksmith
Shop were part of the Fort′s
Current量y supported by the
Brunswick County Historical
Society the Fort Christanna
excavations invo量ve a crew of
15 people from the surround-
mg COmmunity, and the Uni-
versitY. While the County
WOuld eventually like to
rebuild the Fort, Beaudry
reports that funds have been
drying up fast. Consequently,
She admits remorsefully that
the prQject might have to be
abandoned or suspended for a
time.
ノ′But there′s so much left to
do:’she added. ′′We’ve only
located the perimeter. Still
remammg tO be excavated
are all the buildings inside,
the Indian vi量lage nearby and
the Govemor′s mansion.
We’ve barely scratched the
Surface:′敦LORI CALABRO
Tbpistics一畢e stuゆ
ずp楊α m物n夢1妙
B苦豊i謹書窯‡
a new dimension to the urban
renewal concept. America′s
first professor of Tbpistics,
Wa量ter studies the identity,
Character, eXPerience and
mean量ng Of places and urges
urban socioIogists to consider
the renewal of these elements
When so獲ving urban problems.
SocioIogists have
approached the problem
Of urban blight, discontent
and vandalism inノノplaces of
POVerty’’with traditional sug-
gestions for physical improve-
ments. The demolition of
ghettos and housing prQject
altematives are typical reforms.
But V¥ねlt r emphasizes that
there a e two forms of environ-
mental degradation. One form
POllut s and mistreats the nat-
ural environment, While the
Other creates meaningless
nvironments as a result of
h ghway building and factory
COnStruCtion・ Both problems
need to b  addressed.
‘ノThe intent oftopistics is to
dea  wi  he experience of
Pl c s holistically, rather than
to examine them through
geography, PSyChoIogy or other
SPeCialized discipIines. The
id a is to think ofplaces com-
Prehens vely because that′s the
Way We eXPerience them:′ said
Wな1 te r.
Through the study of topis-
tics, Walter defends theノノnon-
rational fねtures of places′′ in
attempting to understand the
SubtIe emotional experiences
that make a house a home or a
City block a neighborhood.
According to Walter, Who is
also an urban studies special-
st in the SocioIogy Depart-
ment, tOPistics actually is a
rediscovery of an ancient disci-
Pline calIed chorography.
Chorography was the study of
Places through sensory percep-
tions, mOral judgments, PaS-
Si ns, ideas, memOries, StOries
and ev  imagined events.
Places, aCCOrding to Walter,
are described as good, bad,
ugly or beautiful, adjectives
that also indicate topistic
PerCePtions or emotional expe-
riences. Tbpistics seeks to
redevelap a ’ノplace awareness′′
that wilter be量ieves was Iost
When modern man created
urban, maSS PrOduced places.
In addition, he is seeking to
identify tapistic realities. For
example, a Chair or a wa11 has
its own history and meanmg,
just as much as a city ora uni-
VerSity does. The prob量em is
that most people do not attrib-
ute their experiences to such
immediate environments.
Walter became interested in
topistics while he was con-
ducting studies in Boston七
housmg PrQjects in the late
1960s. Currently he is com-
Pleting a book on the ′′place-
WayS’’of Manchester, England,
he first ndustrial slum. He
Will chronic量e Manchester′s
′′moral topography of experi-
ence’’from its years as a
ノ′good’’place to a ′′bad′′ indus-
tri lized place and the recent
urban renewal attempts.
At the Univ rsitY; Walter
t aches courses on the mean-
mg Of places, entitled ′′Wil-
emess, Cities and Ruins/′
′′Sacred Places′′ and ′′Human
Environments:′　輝
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醸顕∴ sJGMUND KOCH
Editor’s Note: Fbr 40 yea7T, P碕sor S±gmund Koch has add7e5Sed fhe
question ′’Jj Pγcho砂a Science?’’助r mo7e fhan fwo decades he has
COn諒tentb/ a移ued that peychol切y iS nOt a 5i7賜わor cohe7ent繭c#タline but
mther a ′′co11ectivify Qfstudies Qf脇ried caJt.’’Some qfthcse studies, Koch
a7りuCS, mの′ qua砺′ aS SCience, but mo5t do not.刀!e jZ,llbwiタ砂PO訪ion
statementおexce7pted fom a揮zper cntitled ′′物e脇tuγe and Limits qf
砂ch函加al Know物e′ Lcs?n可a Centu7y qua ′Science′’’’pnb脇ed
in fhe American PsychoIoglSt, 1981. Althoz4gh czcademic fn r砂le, the
edito7鴨方el fhis small物ment shou楊be md in iis org〆naljbγm.
OR SOME YEARS I HAVE ARGUED THAT
PSyChoIogy has been misconceived,
Whether as a science or as any kind of
COherent discipline devoted to the empirical
Study of human beings. That psychoIogy can be an
integral discipline is the 19th century myth that moti-
Vated its baptlSm aS an independent science鵜a myth
Which can be shown to be exactly that by several
COnSiderations.
Nothing so awesome as the total domain com-
Prised by the functioning of all organisms (not to
mention persons) could possibly be the su胡ect mat-
ter of a coherent discipline. If fheo7et加I integration is
血e objective, it should be considered that such a con-
dition has never been attained by any large subdivi-
Sion of inqulry-including physics. When details of
PSyChoIogy′s 100-year history are consulted, the pat-
ent tendency lS tOWard theoretical and substantive
fractionation′ nOt integration. As for the larger quasi-
theoretical ′′paradigms′′ of psychoIogy, history shows
that the hard knowledge accrued in one generation
typi ally disenfranchises the regnant analytical
framewo s of the last.
Pe血aps th  noncohesiveness of the word psychol-
Ogy S uld be replaced with the term ′‘the psycho-
logical studies.′′ The psychoIogical studies, if they are
r a11y to address the historically constituted objectives
Of psychoIogical thought, muSt range OVer an
immense and disorde血y spectrum of human actrvlty
and experience. If significant knowledge is desired,
PrOblems rmst be approached with humility meth-
Ods r皿st be contextual and flexible, and antlCIPa-
tions of sy optic breakthrough mmSt be held in
Check. Moreover, the conceptual ordering devices,
technical languages open to the various psychoIogl-
Cal studies are-1ike all human modes of cognltIVe
Organization-PerSPeCtival, SenSibility dependent rel-
ative to the inqulreL and often noncommensurable.
Such conc ptual incommensurabilities often obtain
not only between ′′contentually′′ di鱈erent psychoIog-
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ical studies but between perspectivally diffdrent
Orderings of the ′ノsame’’domain. Characteristically,
PSyChoIoglCal events are multiply determined, ambig-
uous in their human meanmg, POlymorphous, COn-
textua11y environed or embedded in complex and
Vaguely bounded ways, eVaneSCent and labile in the
extreme. This entails some obvious constraints upon
the task of the inqulrer and limits upon the knowl-
edge that can be unearthed. Di績drent theorists wi11臆
relative to their difldrent analytical purposes, Predic-
tive or practical aims, PerCePtual sensitivities, meta-
Phor-formmg CaPaCities, PreeXistmg discrimination
repertoires鵜make di鮒erent perceptual cuts upon the
Same domain. They will identify ‘ノvariables’’of maIk輸
edly di飾erent grain and meanmg COntOur, Selected
and linked on di盤drent prmCiples of groupmg. The
CutS, Variables, COnCePtS, Will in all likelihood estab-
1ish di鱈trent universes of discourse, eVen if loose
Corollary to such considerations, it should be
emphasized that paradigms, theories, mOdels can
never prove preemptive or preclusive of altemate
Organizations. This is so for any field of inquiry but
COnSPICuOuSly so in relation to the psychoIoglCal and
SOCial studies. The presumptlOn that the gappy, SenSi-
bility- dependent, and often arbitrary paradigms of
PSyChoIogy do encapsulate preemptrve truths is no
mere cognltrVe blunder. Nor can it be written o績as
an innocuous excess of enthusiasm. It raises a grave
moral issue reflective of a widespread moral bank-
ruptcy within psychoIogy. In the psychoIoglCal stud-
ies, the attribution of any paradigm of a preemptrve
finality has the force of telling human beings pre-
Cisely what they are, Of丘xing their essence, de丘ning
their ultimate worth, POtential, meanmg; Of cauteriz-
mg aWay that quality of ambiguity, myStery, SearCh,
that makes progress through a biography an adven-
ture. Freud’s tendency to view dissidents and critics
in 5ymptOma妨terms - and to resoIve disagreement
by excommunication- is no circumscribed failing,
but indeed rend rs problematic the character of his
entire eff()rt, nOt Only morally but cognitively. One
is tempted to laugh off the ludicrous prescrlPtlOnism
Of self-aPPOmted visionaries like Watson, Skinner,
and even certain infinitely confident prophets of the
theory of finite automata, but their actual impact on
history lS nO laughing matter.
Because of the immense range of the psychological
Studies, di鱈erent areas of study will not only requlre
di鮒erent (and cont xtually apposite) methods but
Wi l bear a鯖nities to di餓三rent members of the broad
groupmgS Of inqulry aS historically conceived. Fields
like sensory and bioIogical psychoIogy may certainly
be reg rd d as solidly within the family of the bioIog-
ical and′ in som  r aches′ natural sciences. But psy-
ChoIoglStS muSt宜nally accept the circumstance that
extensive and impor nt sectors of psychoIogical
Study requlre mOd s of inqulry rather more like those
Of the humanities than the sciences. And among
these I would indude areas traditionally considered
′′fundamental′′ 」ike perception, COgnition, mOtiva-
tion, and leammg, aS Well as such more obviously
rare丘 d fields as social psychoIogy, PSyChopathoIogy,
personality, aeSthetics, and the analysis ofノ′creativity:’
態の鎚の臨機態鸞鬱熊
moral analys s of the past, by inviting a
Change ofh art, is a surer bridge to a tolera一
ble fu u e than any confident methodoIogical mani-
festo. I have been inviting a psychoIogy that might
S ow the imprmt Of a capaclty tO aCCePt the inevitable
amb ulty nd myste y of our situation. The false
hubris that ha been our way of containmg Our eXis-
ential anguish in a terrifying age has led us to prefer
easy yet grandiose pseudoknowledge to the hard and
SPare fruit that is knowledge. Tb admit intellectual
fin tude, and to accept with courage our antinomal
COnd tion, is to go a long way toward curmg Our
Characteristic epis emopathies. Tb attain such an
attitudeistobefree. #
mst finally accept the circum-
StanCe that extensive and im-
POrta血t sectors 。Of psychoIogical
Study Tequl隙mOdes of inqulry
rather more like those〉Of the
humanities than the $Ciences.
田園
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ACH YEAR, HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF
Americans sufftr heart attacks. Many
die. In 1979, for example, 549,800
PerSOnS SuCCumbed to heart attacks,
350,000 ofthem before they reached the hospl-
tal, aCCOrding to the American Heart Associa-
tion. But what about those that do not die,
the survivors? What are the long- term COnSe-
quences from su鮮dring a heart attack? How
does it change lives? What are the resources
available to heart attack survivors? How do they
COPe? These are the questions investlgated by
Dr. SoI Levine and Dr. Sidney Croog in their
eight-year SOCial and psychoIoglCal follow-uP
research of heart patients, entitled L昨ノ甥eγ a
Heaγt Attac太(Published by Human Sciences
Press, December, 1981).
It is di臆cult to convey the impact of a heart
attack and its aftermath on an individual. There
is the physical illness itself and all that it
implies: Chest pam, Shortness of breath, the
need to take daily medications. The patient
must often cope with medication side e鯖dets,
including dizziness, digestive problems, depres-
Sion, a low level ofenergy, reduced sex drive,
POSSible impotence. The impact of these physi-
cal and emotional side e能にtS is felt within the
family. The emotional strain is compounded by
the fear of recurrence and unde血ined by the
awareness, Pe血aps for the丘rst time, Ofthe pos-
Siblity of sudden, unpredictable death.
′′Heart disease is a maJOr CauSe Of death in
the United States:’stated Levine, Universlty
Professor and professor of SocioIogy and Com-
munity Medicine at Boston Universlty ‘’It par-
ticula血y a蹄cts men at the pnme Oftheir life, at
the height of their powers and their productive
CaPaCity. It’s a big killer and we wanted to see
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What happened to those who survived when
they got out of the hospitals, how well they did
at their work′ the morbidity-mOrtality pattem,
their morale, their family life:’
The study started in 1965, With 345 male
Patients between the ages of 30 and 60 from 26
Greater Boston and Worcester hospitals. The
Patients, a11 male, had their first myocardial
infarction with no previous history of serious
illness. They were interviewed during the initial
hospitalization for the heart attack, One mOnth
after discharge from the hospital and one year
fo11owmg hospitalization. The research follow-
mg them for a period ofa year was reported by
Levine and Croog in脇e Heart Hotient Recove15
(1977). Seven years later, the surviving 293
members of the group were contacted and
interviewe d.
The earlier 1977 study focused on the conse-
quences of heart attacks on up-tO-then healthy
individuals. It expIored the factors in the subse-
quent recovery, rehabilitation and adjustment
in the course of a year. The new study focuses
On the changes that have occurred in the fol-
lowmg SeVen yearS. Individuals age, retirement
approaches, neW illnesses occur, Children grow
up, families change. The new study attempts to
take these changes into account, because illness
OCCurS in a complex social and cultural context.
Levine referred to the study asノ′probably the
most ambitious intensive study of heart patients
during a long period of time.’’
The study’s condusions on mortality and
morbidity are not surpnSmg. Heart attacks are
StrOng Predictors of future health, and the
Severity of the attack is an indication of the
physical fate of the patient. Those who were
most severely impaired on the first heart attack
fared the worst during the eight-year Period. A
Slgnificant number of the ongmal partlCIPantS
WaS hospitalized for heart disease, and a good
PerCentage died.
For the most part, the study could not
explain rehospitalization and death on the basis
Of social or psychoIoglCal factors. There were,
however, SeVeral notable and signi宜cant find-
ings. Long term ′′pkysical fate’’is dosely related
to the health status followlng the heart attack.
It was interestlng tO nOte, howeveI; that the
Patients who were able to maintain high morale
and dose family and social ties did not experi-
ence depression during the followmg eight
years. Those patients who had a depressive reac-
tion after their heart attack were still experienc-
mg depression eight years later.
Pe血aps the most slgnificant finding was the
mortality rate for men in the low income brack-
ets. A far higher number ofmen from unskilled
and semiski11ed jobs in the low income brackets
died from subs quent heart attacks during the
COu Se Ofthe study than did men from profes-
Sional, higher income jobs. Levine suggested
that this finding should provide impetus for
more extended research on the impact of sodo-
con mic status on heart disease mortality
He indicated that the issue of stress may well
Play a part. Despite the fact that low-income
WOrke s did not report as much job stress as did
PrOfessionals, Levine noted that ′’pe血aps the
manu worker has more overall stress, StreSS in
life it lf, being p or:’
Desplte this finding, m the population ofthe
PartlCIPantS aS a Whole, mOrbidity and mortal-
1ty Seemed determined by the seventy Of the
first heart ttack and the chronic, degenerative
nature of heart disease.
Studying the patients within the cultural and
SOCial context of eir illness, Levine and Croog
Were OPtlmistic about the use of resources and
the pattems of social support available to heart
Patients.
hile men in pro/をssioml /Obs had
reクo碑d mQ!e On-thejob stress and
怒怒t雑務諾霧箭e-
霧霧護憲霧
s na応.
The physician, for example, WaS COnSidered a
resourc -PrOV ding long-term Care and guid-
a ce for the he r  patient. There were hopeful
SlgnS in the patient-Physician relationship告he
maJOnty Of men saw the same physician
throughout he eight-year Period and followed
the prescribed reglmen qulte WelL Interviews
revealed that the partlCIPantS Were largely satis-
fied w th the doctors and care they received.
Levine was especially pleased with the patients’
response to the necesslty tO StOP SmOking as
Part Of their reglmen. ′′They may not have been
too good on diet:’he remarked,ノ′but they a11
responded very well in stoppmg SmOking:’
The丘ndings on smoking are most impres-
Sive. The dedine in smoking among the sample
WaS immediate, COnSistent and continumg
throughout the entire eight years. This com-
PareS With the dedine in smoking among the
general population, but it is far more dramatic.
The study co dudes that a myocardial infarc-
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SOC量OLOGY
tion is a powerful stirmlus to eliminate a habit
dangerous to all, but especially to the survivor
Of a heart attack.
The importance of family and ’ノquasi-family’’
relationships to the patient was a slgnificant
finding. In fact, eXCePt for the physician, Whose
technical resources are not duplicated by family
members, the family emerges as a most signi五〇
Cant reSOurCe. Those relationships are clea血y
more important than any community or social
agency m termS Of providing moral support,
services and financial assistance.
he s裡n碓aク妙h蜜・her 4eath 7tZte
3eCbnd hbart五ttac雇s among
砂income?mO力eers c
昨need 4)r reSearCh on枕i癖ct
四囲圏囲
鶴沼警●
socio-eCOnOmic s放寂S On hdzrt
The ea亜er, One-year Study had suggested the
importance of family tleS andノ/quasi-kin’’ties
With dose抽ends and neighbors. As patients
aged, the family, taken as a whole, SeemS tO
・・・`e PrOVide the most slgnificant social resource
一一‘’‘ら　available to the heart patient. Consequently, a
..._10
Patient with dose family tleS, in addition to a
dose cirde of friends, has an invaluable social
SuPPOrt SyStem. Whereas patients who live
alone, Without dose friends or relations, Or in a
family lacking m SuPPOrtive qualities, are muCh
more vulnerable to isolation, feelings of help-
lessness and inability to cope with problems.
The implications in L昨J雄er a Heart Attac后
are far-reaChing. Many of the findings lmPly
Changes in overall health care policies and pro-
grams. Others suggest more specific, Short-term
and relatively easily implemented approaches to
Patient care. The researchers themselves, in the
COurSe Ofthe study, make a number ofrecom-
mendations.
The significantly higher death rate from sec-
Ond heart attacks among low-income workers
dea血y suggests the need for research on the
impact of socio-eCOnOmic status on heart dis-
ease mortality. Levine and croog also recom-
mend that physicians watch these patients more
dosely grvmg SPeCial attention to d瓶culties
they may face on theirjobs and in fo11owmg the
PreSCribed medical reglmen.
Because of the relationship between the
Patient’s perceptlOn Of his illness, his feeling of
Well-being and his ability to cope, the authors
SuggeSt that a brief psychoIoglCal pro創e be
Obtained on each heart patient at an ea血y stage
in his treatment. The profile could be useful in
Predicting subsequent psychoIoglCal and emo-
tional problems that might develop and in pre-
Parmg for special professional attention and
SuPpOrt.
The important role of the family as a support
SyStem for the heart patient suggests that the
Physician should wok dosely with them. The
family provides the emotional dimate within
Which the patient functions, and family mem-
bers c n be helpful in encouragmg the patient
to follow the prescribed reglmen Of medication,
diet, eXerCise and rest. A family-Oriented medi-
Cal approach is clea血y useful in treatmg heart
Patients.
Patients without strong family support sys-
tems, eSpeCially socially isolated patients, need
to be assisted in usmg the community health
Care and rehabilita ion facilities widely available
in metropolitan areas. Physicians, health care
PrOViders and social workers can work with the
Patients to help them establish ea血y contact
With these resources and to negotiate their way
through the health care system to the facilities
they need.
L昨4βer a Heart Attac后condudes誼ow these
questions and issues invoIving heart patients
are handled are matters of much concern for all
Ofus. From the personal pomt Ofview they are
relevant, aS mOSt Of the population will at some
time develop heart disease or some other chronic
dis ase condit on, and each ofus will be directly
a批知ed by the cha acter of the resources and
SuPPOrtS n the society. But beyond this, the
Care and support system for the chronically i11-
and for other i paired and disadvantaged per-
SOnS-is a measure ofthe morality and concem
Ofthe society as a whole, and these matters are
therefore a responsibility of us all.’’
S oL LEVINE, UnivelSify P句読or cznd p碕sor Qfsociol-
幼y Cnd Ct,mmuniリノMedicine, has been on fhe肋でiveタで砂
方cu砂Since J973. A g7tZduate qfQueen∫ Cbl均e, he
7t?Ceit,ed bOth his master t and cわctomte d物m所のm New
胸施し励ivelS砂
h2 addition fo stu匂′i卿Zhe sociolqgicaljれ07理解ctir賜
heart attack victim5, Levine ha5 done l体eaγCh on feγmi-
nal i脇鋤s縞, SmOkil移and the con∫equenCeS〆’medわal
adl?CeS. Curren砂he短nl硲t初atil甥ft筋S CZnd fhe lOle
Qfsocial supports fn fhejねmilies Qfautistic childIen.
B帥7t? COmir賜わBo函n掬ive7Ti劫Levine sert,ed on
thejわulties Q手7ohns H印kin5 Unive7嶋ity cznd fhe Harva7d
School d‘pub枕Health. He now ho楊s御pointment高n
脇e UniveISi少PIて昨SSOIS P7物mm, the SchooI QfMedicine
and Jhe Go楊man S’chool qf Gmduate Dentist7y
Let/ine has autho7?d seveml b00短4nd numemus aγti-
Cles, includi7移fhe 7eCently publish訪’′Health 4n祝he
Quali少QfL昨’’in Social Science and Medicine 。nd
’′Preventive H alth Behavioγ ’’in Social Context of
Medic Research.
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諾深駒
CARYL RIV難くS
do take out my steam iron,創I it up and watch it
hiss. The way Alan hates to travel, I宜gure it’s as
CIose as I’ll get to Old Faithful in Yellowstone.
Have you ever really taken any tlme tO think
about ironmg? A person, uSually female, Stands
in front ofa board which is set atJuSt the right
height to ensure long-term PrOblems in the lum-
bar reglOn, grlPPmg a heavy object which is
SPOutmg Steam and waves ofheat into her
face. She proceeds to push the hot, heavy object
repeatedly up and down across endless lengths
Ofwrinkled doth to make it straight. After one
Wearmg, the doth becomes wrinkled once agam,
and it’s back to push, Shove and sweat. IfDante
had had any lmagmation at all, he would have
q声九e HbusわれAs加odome.
I have discovered, yOu See, that the only way to
get everything done is not to do a lot ofit. Now
and then people ask me how I do it alL’ノall’’
PreSumably meaning the runmng Of a house, the
ralSmg Of children and a career. My answer is
Simple. I don’t do it all. Infact, I do as little as I
Can get aWay With on every front. But kids have a
Way Ofmaking sure they get theirs, editors can be
nasty about deadlines, and bosses like you to
Show up for work, SO it’s in theノ′rummg Ofthe
house’’category where most ofthe slippage
I have a theory about household management.
I call it (With apoIogies to Pat Moynihan) Benign
Neglect. A house, after alL needs some time to do
its own thing臆Settle, Chip, mOlder, and peeL
Long ago I gave up the notion that I could be
Superwoman. Tbo much e航ciency is bad fo
One’s health; OVer葛Organization, I am co vinced,
glVeS yOu hemor血oids. So, tO implement my pol-
1Cy OfBenign Neglect, I have drawn up a list of
things I do not do:
心のn訪韓I am proud to state that in甜-
teen years of mamage I have
never ironed anything. Nothing, ZerO, ZIP-nOt SO
much as a lousy handkerchief. Now and then I
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形amゐこれpゆr
少か耽専肋的咋a亡
放れaレe had aさ夢
o c九ea功on亡he王r w九傍S
しrしnCOm血鯵sめ協商`わ砂n王n
振れこれ勃c庇わず肋串贈れ暗
dreamed it up for the Infemo. He would have
had all the people who cheated on their wives or
their income tax standing down in the ninth
Circle of hell, ironmg.
Actually, I do have some historical information
On the person who invented iromng. It was Tbr-
quemada the Inquisitor, Who used it to make
heretics recant. One day in 1485 the InqulSltlOn
police picked up a guy who was dea血y a heretic-
he was handing out ScientoIogy pamphlets on
the steps ofthe cathedral. They said to him′ /′Don
Ca血o, We are gOmg tO make you see the error of
your ways. We are thinking of puttmg yOu in
thumbscrews for six months:’
′ノYbu can′t break me. I′m not one ofthose
lousy TM finks who cracks after one tum of the
rack:′
′’Possibly we might use 500-POund boulders
On yOur SOlar plexus while you recite the corpo-
ral woks of mercy/’
ノ′I’m sticking to L Ron Hubbard and his
engrams. Do your worst! ’’
′ノThen agam, We might make you iron 5,000
White shirts, all cotton, lightly starched, With
button-down collars:’
′′No, nO, anything but that! Mercy! Please,
mercy! I never thought rmch of ScientoIogy any-
how The pamphlets are boring:’
It has Iong been my opmion that the person
who invented Permanent Press and thus made
ironing obsolete should get the Nobel Prize for
Chemistry. I personally will not purchase any
item of do血ing that does not bear those magic
WOrds, tumble d砂
葦梅
I have a great a節ection for the fine dull glint of
Stainless steel. I don’t want to see my face in any-
thing except mirrors, and then, Only dimly. Good
luck to anybody who tries to see his reflection in
my everyday china. He’d do better peerlng into
the waters of the Great Dismal Swamp. If you
Want glitter, gO tO a rOCk concert.
Uhfortunately we do
thanks to some aw
Press associatio
bowIs; Chintzy
appropriate to
feel the urge to
Strategy lS tO Pla
forget them. A
Pen. They devel
grOWmg mOre e
Before long they
POttery I like to co
guests that they are p
Now and the  someoneS One uP, Peerlng
intently at the surface.
′′I think I see an inscrlPtlOn・ It seems to say
P-R-E-S-S. It seems to say Press Club:’
′′Oh yeah′ that′s an ancient piece, Very Valu-
able. It was presented to Quezaquetzel, editor of
the Itachel Times in 50 B.C. He wrote a pleCe Say-
mg lt W Sn’t right to cut people’s hearts out in
SaCr fice to the sun god when the spleen was per-
fectly adequate. They called him the Ed Murrow
Of the Yucatan:′
W塙妨略Le地誌言霊雛
dexterity in my index丘nger, allowmg me tO dial
ten-digit numbers with relative ease, I do not
COmmnicate via the U.S. mail. I worry about
this abit, because what will hapen ifI become a
famous literary figure? Years hence, a PrOfessor
Ofliterature at lねIe wi11 have to be content with
editing a volume of my correspondence called
7協Lor賜D短ance Phone Cdl広QfCtzryl Rive7嶋. If
Virginia Wbolf had used my system all posterity
WOuld hav  is a collection of itemized bills that
read: May 10, ’37 London, 35 min.
I do have some correspondence lying around,
but I have a suspICIOn it would not set the Cam-
bridge literary wo血d aflame to read:
′′Dear Mrs. Cohen: Please excuse Alyssa’s
absence yest rda  as she was su節ering from
SeV re diar血ea’’; Orノ′Tb Jordan Marsh Com-
Pany: V¥たdo not understand why your delivery
man left us twelve guppleS and an Eames chair
When all we ordered was a set of sheets:′
切なs巌略脇γ祐わ鵬:
The care and deamng Of windows has become
tedious wok ver since the invention of storm
Windows. It is harder-and more hazardous to
On ’s health-tO dismantle and dean a storm
Window than it s to do the same to an M-16 rifle.
Given the alr POllution these days, a PerSOn COuld
get cancer just from inhaling the gunk deaned
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e/Windows. I therefore avoid washing win-
S for sound environmental reasons. I丘nd
S COurSe Of action has psychoIogical bene丘ts as
ll. A fine gray sediment settles on the win一
dows, grVmg the interior of the house the con-
Stant atmOSPhere of a comfy London fog. It
might be the blaze of noon outside, but inside it′s
always dusk on the Thames. In these times of
Change′ this constancy lS reaSSumg. The pace of
the modem wo血d is too swift. Tb have to watch
the sun go up and down, uP and down all the
time is unsettling. In our home, the perpetual
twilight is more calming than l,000 grams of
Ⅵし1ium.
圏園圏
●
When we
bought our
house ten years ago, it was surrounded by abun-
dant greenery of an anonymous nature. Tbday,
the shrubbery lS Still anonymous, but qulte a bit
more abundant. I like to think of it as romantic
excess, the sort ofplace where Lady Chatte血ey
and her gamekeeper would have dallied, Or aS a
Pleasant home for Heathdi鱒and Cathy when
they got tired of roamng the moors. The neigh-
bors tend to think more in terms ofthe castle of
Vlad the Impaler.
The front ofthe house has more or less disap-
Peared in a riot of ormivorous greenery. The way
血e plants strangle each other and gasp for air is
Very entertainmg. The children can leam about
Darwin’s survival of the fittest just by sitting on
the porch and watching the bushes go
at each other. There are rumors around
the neighbo血ood that we are growmg
man-eating plants in the tangled
underbrush. This is nonsense. I have
been grabbed a few times but easily
managed to struggle free. I did hear the
mailman shrieking once and had to cut
him out of the forsythia with a hack-
SaW The forsy血ia can get a bit hostile
OnCe in a while, but I explained to the
mailman that ifhe didn′t show fear he
WOuld be all right. It certainly has cut
down on the volume of our junk mail.
R印rinted砂permissionjわm For
Better, For Wbrse砂Calyl Riveタで
and Aんzn Lupo
(Summit Books,
1981).
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丁晴話軸馴岬
露.U.
話X丁漢軸S80軸
p脈O6軸州.
bofrodαC加g the B. U Hじ0ne. It shows
your school’s coIors-and your schooI
Sp壷t.
Wherever you put it, PeOPle are sure
to talk about it. And with it. With a
謀‡愚弟謹認諾du紺わa
Strdy up on all the classic phones at
your Beu PhoneCenter Store. For the
location nest convenient to you, Call toll
缶ee l-800-323-1716.
Your Service Represenぬtive w皿tell you if Tbuch-
′Ibne service is available in your area and explain
∞nditions of sale and rep8ir and warranty temrs.
鱈主GH軸・
匪函
㊥
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NEW HOLIDAYS. B4GE J8
GERALD P FITZGERALD, University Professor
and professor of English in the College of
Liberal Arts, reCeived both his undergrad-
uate and graduate education at Harvard
Univers lty.
An expert in English and Continental Ren-
aissance Literature, Fitzgerald has authored
two books of poetry, 7he丁伯7dles∫ Flesh
( 1961 ) and Daz4クh廊QfEaγth′ Sons Q仲caYen
( 1969). He is past chairman ofthe Alumnl
Poetry Center Review Committee and has
Published poetry reviews in The Bo5tOn Gん,be
and 7he Hotriot Le4ge71 In 1968, Fitzgerald
translated 7he T協eo7y Qfthe 4脇nt-Gaγde by
Renato Poggioli, Published by Harvard Uni-
VerSity Press.
APPROACHING THE SECOND
MILLENNIUM. EAGE 20
The photographs illustratmg ′’Of True and
False Apocalypses: A Dialectic’’were pro-
duced by a new technical method that selec-
tively illuminates soap emulsions. Invented
by alumnus Tim Hamill and Robert Kopacz,
the method creates visual phenomena that
may be viewed on many levels. This is the
first time that these photographs have ever
been published.
Hamill, a 1968 M.FA. graduate ofthe
SchooI of Fine Arts, is a well-known Boston
artist and a member of the Alumni Visual
Arts Center. He also studied in Germany and
France and has taught at Boston Universlty,
Massachusetts College of Art and Milton
Academy. His paintings are located in
numerous galleries and museums, induding
the Boston Museum of Fine Arts and the
Royal Palace in Riyadh, Saudia Arabia.
Hamill’s venture into photography is
Characterized by a pamter’s vision. He and
Kopacz, a fellow Boston visual artist, have
formed a new company called Vis:Itch, Inc.
to produce their unlque images. The first
exhibition of these photographs is currently
at the Gallery NAGA, 67 Newbury Street,
Boston, through the end of February.
G且RALD P FITZG王RALD
ABOUT THE RESEARCHERS
TWO SHORT SKETCHES. E4GE 30
RoBERT WEXELBLATT, aSSOCiate professor of
Humanities, has been a faculty member at
t e Colleg  ofBasic Studies since 1970. He is
also faculty advisor to the Boston Universlty
Stage Troupe and a member of the Universlty
A visory Committee on Research.
A poet, eSSaylSt, nOVelist and short story
WriteI; Wexelblatt’s works appeared in pub-
1ications such as Descant and功e Lite筋7y
Rel/iew and will soon be published in肋uγ
Qi/arteγS The Midwest Quartel母In 1980,
Wexelblat  won the Aγizona Quarte砂Amual
Award for Best Artide, and he has recently
been nominated for the 1982-83 Howard
Foundation Fellowship. He is a graduate of
the Universlty Of Pemsylvania, Universlty
Of Michigan and Brandeis Universlty.
POETRY. B4GE 49
DEREK WALCOTT, a distinguished poet and
Playwright, joined the University faculty m
January as  visiting professor in the English
Department. During his three year appolnt-
ment, Walcott will provide playwrltlng tutO-
rials and poetry workshops.
A native of the Windward Islands in
the West Indies, V傭lcott was educated at
St. Mary’s Co11ege in St, Lucia and the Uni-
VerSity of the West Indies. His poetry has
rec ived numerous awards, induding the
Guinness Found tion Award and the Heine-
mann Award. The founder and director of
the Trinidad Theatre Wbrkshop, V層alcott has
been honored by the Jamaican govemment
for his contributions to the VMest Indian
The ater.
Considered to be one of the masters of the
English language, VValcott was one of the 2l
recIPlentS Of the MacArthur Awards in 198l.
Before JOlnmg the University, he taught at
Harvard Universlty, Hollins College, Colum-
bia Un versity, New Y()rk Universlty and Yale
Univer s ity.
RoBERT W量XELBLATT
DEREK WALCOTT
PSYCHOLOGY. R4GE 54
SIGMUND KocH, University Professor of Psy-
ChoIog and Philosophy, has been on the
Boston University faculty smCe 197l. Prior
to hi  appomtment, he taught at numerous
institutions, including the University of Texas
at Austin and Duke University, and served as
director of the Ford Foundation’s Program in
the Humanit es and the Arts.
Educated at New Ybrk Universlty and the
State Universlty Of Iowa, Koch received his
Ph.D. from Duke University. The main thread
Of his research has been analyzmg PSyCho-
logical theori s and problems at the border-
1ine between psychoIogy and philosophy.
Ea血y in his career he made experimental
CO tribut ons to the psychoIogy of leammg
and motivation. His research for more than
15 years has centered on the emplrlCal study
Of the arts; analysis of inqulry and the crea-
tive process; and the theory ofvalue and of
language.
BEGIN THE BENIGN. R4GE 59
CARYL RIVERS is an associate professor of
Journalism at the SchooI of Public Commu-
nicatio . A graduate ofTrinity College and
the Columbia University Graduate SchooI
OfJoum lism, She is a nationally known
COlumnist and uthor.
′′Begin the Benign’’was excerpted from
River’s third book Fbr Better Fbr Wb7嶋e, CO-
authored with her husband Alan Lupo. Her
PreVious e鮒orts indude Bの′Ond S捜7ar and
SPice: How Wわmen Learn, G(OW 。nd 7協rit,e,
Published in 1979, and 4ph(Odite atM紹-
Cbntu7y: G7t)ml甥坤助maわ。nd Catholic fn
劫5t V偽γAm ica, published in 1975. A fre-
quent columnist for newspapers and maga-
Zines, angmg from the New K,1葉蘭me寝o
Ro脇甥Stone, Rivers is also a regular contrib-
utor to the syndicated column ’ノOne Wom-
an’s Voice.’’She is woking on a book entitled
7he New胸man, based on the first ma」Or SCi-
entific study of women at mid-1ife and
funded by a $200,000 grant fl-Om the
National Science Foundation.
SIGMUND KocH
CARYL RIVERS AND ALAN Lupo
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V¥伍’RE PLEASED TO SUPPORT
INFORMAI音VE AND ENJOVABLE TELEMSlON
MONEYSENSE
Energy-SaVing measures, ShoppIng †ips, and do廿
yourself hin†s are jus† a few.o=he reguIar fea†ures
expIored on †his award-Wimlng, OU†s†anding pubIic
affairs series"丁his program als9 eValua†es produc†s and
COVerS Significan† c○nsum可ISSueS †he informed New
Engiander can’† afford †o miSS. Friday a† 8 p.m・ On WBZ-
TV, Channe1 4.
YOJ GO¶A HM ARTS
For a Iook a† †he arfis†s, †he ac†s, †he †aien†s and †he
†rends in New Engiand’s cui†uraI c○mmuni†y†une in †his
aii-neW mOn†hiy magazine program・ ln add冊On †○ †ips
and †ou†s of curren† arfs fare in New England, yOu’=
PreView up℃Oming Cui†urai even†s and mee† cIose-uP
W冊　exc師ng persona=†ies in †he worid of arf and
en†erfainmen†. Las† Friday of every mon†h a† 8 p.m. on
WBZ-TV, ChanneI 4.
ARTS AND ENTERIAiNMENT
Segmen† of the lO O’CIock r¥leWe
A unlque and liveiy i○○k a† celebra†ed cui†ural even†s
and †he crea†ive personaIi†ies behind †hem, Mee† New
Engiand’s arfis†s in †he w?rld of music, Ii†era†ure, drama
and dance. Friday even看ngS On WGBH, ChanneI 2・
We’re proud †o sponsor fine †e音evision
in suppoh of New Engiand ahis†s, Cul†ural
and consumer projeC†s,
m音訓剖掴
帥N費肌色⊆弁才L色⊆事!
?
執務g揚d yuBoJめnわあ
言50me脇i移す脇寂e.
Tnank yo〃乃r encou卿ilqg uS高th your鋤bsc互,tわns.
We realIy do appreciate every dollar. If you have
not already become a contributing reader, Please
re consider.
As a graduate of Boston UniversitY丹Ou are entitled
to receive complimentary lSSueS Of Boston宛M砂aZine
each year・ And, although we have never charged
Subscription rates, We trY tO make Bo如n揚more than
an average alurmi bulletin. Ybur letters of praise and
Subscription contributions have continually encour-
aged us.
The Council for the Advancement and Support of
Higher Education considers Bo如nia to be one of the
top lO university publications in the country. Their
awards for ExceIlence in Magazine Publishing, Tab-
1oid Publishing and Periodical Writing and your
COrreSPOndence demonstrate our success.
But the cost of success is increasmg.
V¥たare in an expensive business. Even though we
app賞y the most stringent controIs, Printing and mail-
mg COStS have risen more drastica11y than the rate of
inflation.
So, We are aSking you to to help us by making an
aLnmal contribution to our publishing fund, in the
form of a voluntary subscription.
We will gladly accept substantial gifts. But we′re
Only asking for $15.00 per year. These funds wi11
he量p defray the costs of paper’ink′ film and postage.
During the last few years, Our Pr帥穣issues have
introduced you to colleagues who have become out-
Standing intemational leaders, aCCOmPlished pro-
fessionals, SuCCeSSful entrepreneurs and talented
Performers. Our Jn垂yht issues have informed you
aLbout research that is in the vanguard of science and
the humanities. Our special J’手Dqタth monographs,
foousmg On tOPics like Cardiovascular Disease, have
been lauded by the American Heart Association and
reprinted by several mlti-national corporations.
And Tbd砂Bostonia′s tab獲oid newsmagazine, is so
informative that parents of current students
requested that they be added to our mailing list.
Each of our Bo弱onia issues has brought recognition
to Boston thiversity and its 130,000 alurmi.
Wモrealize that some ofyou may not yet be in a
POSition to contribute. Don’t wor砂め〃所llのntin〃e fo
ncd彬Bostonia弛砂aZine. But if you have the funds,
Please use the endosed envelope to let us know
you’re thinking about us.
Ybur contribution wi11 entitle you to be considered
a contributing reader of Bo如nrd Mqgazine. We look
forward to the friendship and thank you for your
e nCOurag e ment.
B ostonia
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The Boston University Cookbook
ゝノ!土工∴ ゝ上土
Disのtngγ肋n Baiky短cm坊r ma妨砂Cr砂
p〃ddi卿. Trty 7申O:N調15畑VOr加nゆe乃r 〔匂e
αdjおh脇o脇施庇やOlitan (巾em Star肋声
Sfe彬ns ’Ossob桝のM脇n邸, J;aac Asimov5華m砂
mc?わ伽Jban励ntaine匂COmpO呼, C妨n Boo砺e
Luc偽ma移o sherbef 4nd 570 moJe r覧中綴料o
千千二二ヾ二、、十
Second class postage paid
at Boston, Massachusetts
即舵Smtati騒げ砺e Un初料s砂5 20励Cbntu7y
Anhis?d Boa/d qfT7雄teeS hal侶励osen fhdr
〆nest nゆ跨めbe fnc寂虎dわCooking ByDegrees.
風雅hのnfrjb撮めn jn fhis o祝融ndi卿sdわtわn us花s協
and c均dy d砂fhe p胴tセ加躍Boston Uhiver.垂可nおr-
natわnal Cbo欠s Cbmmi舵e 4nd訪i融砂La?舟eれ
Cooking By Degrees,砺e Boston脇海rsdy Cbo欠book・脇ror〆’Bostonia Magazine, and Temce hner庇。,
助nd胴広げal〃mni, p確01管and adminis脇躯,　p即融orゲBosto郁La C誘ine Cbo欠i卿School・
School, Yごar
EncIosed is my check for $
I have induded $2.00 per book for postage and handling.General Price: $15.95
Alumni Discounted Price: $12.95
